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COUNTDOWN FOR LAUNCH OF INDIA'S
'EYE IN THE SKY' SATELLITE BEGINS

NCB seizes drugs worth Rs
2,000 cr off Gujarat coast

The Indian space agency on early Sunday morning began the countdown for the
Monday morning launch of its PSLV-C52 rocket carrying the country's radar imaging satellite RISAT-1A renamed as Earth Observation Satellite (EOS-04).
Team Absolute|Chennai

T

he Indian space
agency on early
Sunday morning
began the countdown for the
Monday morning launch of
its PSLV-C52 rocket carrying
the country's radar imaging
satellite RISAT-1A renamed
as Earth Observation
Satellite (EOS-04).
Piggybacking on EOS-04
in the Polar Satellite Launch
Vehicle (PSLV) are two small
satellites - INSPIREsat-1 and
INS-2TD.The 44.4 metre tall
and weighing 321 ton PSLV
rocket is scheduled to blast
off from the first launch pad
at India's rocket port in
Sriharikota in Andhra
Pradesh at 5.59 a.m. on
Monday.The PSLV is a four
stage/engine rocket powered by solid (first and third
stages) and liquid (second
and fourth stages) fuels
alternatively. The rocket also
has six booster motors with
nine ton fuel hugging the
first stage.The rocket that
would fly on Monday is the
XL-variant of PSLV also having six booster motors but
with an increased fuel
capacity of 12 ton. During

the countdown the rocket
will be filled with liquid fuel
and all its systems will be
checked.On Monday just
over 17 minutes into its
flight the PSLV-C52 will sling
the 1,710 kg EOS-04 into sun
synchronous polar orbit of
529 km and it will be followed by INSPIREsat-1 (17.5
kg) and INS-2TD (8.1 kg)
satellites.The whole satellite
launch mission will be over
in about 18.78 minutes.
India's radar imaging

satellite EOS-04 is designed
to provide high quality
images under all weather
conditions for applications
such as agriculture, forestry
& plantations, soil moisture
& hydrology and flood mapping.The EOS-04 with a mission Alife of 10 years is a
repeat microwave remote
sensing satellite of Risat-1
and is configured to ensure
continuity of SAR in C-Band
providing microwave data to
the user community for

Militants not intimidating people
to vote for BJP: Manipur CM
Imphal|Agencies

M

anipur Chief Minister N. Biren Singh
on Sunday vehemently denied the
accusation that militant outfits were
intimidating the people to vote for the ruling
BJP, and called it a "baseless allegation".
He said, in fact, in a recent episode in
Saikul in the hilly areas where some cadres of
the militant outfits which are now under the
'Suspension of Operation' agreement with
the government, had stopped the people
from attending a BJP election meeting.
Reiterating his confidence that the BJP
would get the two third majority this time,
the Chief Minister said that 29 sitting BJP
MLAs are contesting the elections and the
prospect of their re-electing is very high and
11 other BJP candidates would be succeeded
easily.
The National People's Party (NPP) earlier
wrote to the Election Commission demanding adequate security of the candidates as
according to the party the militant outfits are
intimidating.
The NPP leaders in Imphal on Sunday said
that the ongoing situation is an attempt to
jeopardise the conduct of peaceful, free and
fair elections in Manipur.
"If the ongoing situation is allowed to pre-

vail, where militant and underground outfits
are moving around openly with arms, the
electorates will fear and would not come out
to vote, which would directly hamper the
conduct of elections. Therefore, we at NPP
would like to urge the authorities to put all
underground groups under 'suspension of
operation' in their respective camps and
recover arms from their possession," an NPP
statement said.
Over 2,000 cadres of the pro-talks militant
outfits which are under ceasefire agreements
with the government and they are staying in
the 14 designated camps in different parts of
Manipur.
The BJP, which had bagged 21 seats in the
60-member assembly in 2017 and wrested
the power for the first time, stitching together
a coalition government with the support of
four NPP MLAs, four Naga People's Front
(NPF) members, the lone Trinamool
Congress MLA and an Independent member.
However, this time, the BJP, NPP and the
NPF are contesting separately and put-up
candidates against each other.
The elections to the 60-seat Manipur
assembly would be held in two phases on
February 28 and March 5.
The counting of votes would take place on
March 10.

operational services.
The satellite will play a
strategic role in the nation's
defence with its capability to
operate in day, night and all
weather conditions with a
mission life of five years.
The satellite has high data
handling systems and high
storage devices among other
things.
The INSPIREsat-1 is a student satellite from Indian
Institute of Space Science &
Technology (11ST) in associ-

ation with Laboratory of
Atmospheric & Space
Physics at University of
Colorado, USA. The other
contributors are NTU,
Singapore and NCU, Taiwan.
The satellite carries two
scientific payloads to
improve the understanding
of ionosphere dynamics and
the sun's coronal heating
process.
The technology demonstrator satellite (INS-2TD)
from ISRO, which is a precursor to India-Bhutan Joint
Satellite (INS-2B) carries a
thermal imaging camera to
assess land/water surface
temperature of
wetlands/lakes, delineation
of vegetation (crops/forests)
and day/night thermal inertia.The RISAT-1A flight will
be followed by the launch of
three satellites - OCEANSAT3, INS-2B, ANAND- by PSLVC53 in March and Micro SAT
by the newly developed
small rocket Small Satellite
Launch Vehicle (SSLV) in
April.Further, the launch of
four ton communication
satellite GSAT-24 is also
scheduled during the first
quarter of this year using
Ariane 5 rocket owned by
Arianespace.

The Narcotics Control
Bureau (NCB) on
Saturday seized around
800 kg drugs worth Rs
2,000 crore in international market from a vessel in the Arabian Sea off
the Gujarat coast in a
joint operation with the
Indian Navy.
Team Absolute|New Delhi

T

he Narcotics Control Bureau (NCB) on
Saturday seized around 800 kg drugs
worth Rs 2,000 crore in international
market from a vessel in the Arabian Sea off
the Gujarat coast in a joint operation with
the Indian Navy.
According to NCB officials, in the joint
operation in the high seas off Saurashtra
Coast, around 529 kg high quality hashish,
234 kg of finest quality crystal
Methamphetamine and around 15 kg of

Channi can't keep Punjab secure: Shah
Slamming Chief Minister Charanjit Singh Channi over breach of Prime Minister Narendra Modi's security during his visit to Punjab, Union Home Minister Amit Shah on Sunday wondered how a Chief Minister
who could not provide a secure route to the Prime Minister keep the state secure.
Ludhiana|Agencies

S

lamming Chief Minister Charanjit Singh
Channi over breach of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi's security during his visit to
Punjab, Union Home Minister Amit Shah on
Sunday wondered how a Chief Minister who could
not provide a secure route to the Prime Minister
keep the state secure.
"CM Channi is dreaming of forming a Congress
government in Punjab again. A chief minister who
cannot provide a secure route to the Prime
Minister of India, can he provide security to
Punjab?" Shah said at an election rally in
Ludhiana.
The Union Minister was referring to the security
breach on January 5 that left Modi stranded on a
flyover in Ferozepur for around 20 minutes.
"Channi has no moral authority to rule for a second term as he cannot keep the state secure."
Promising to open Narcotics Control Bureau
(NCB) branch offices in Punjab, the state where
the heroin smuggling along the international border is high as it shares a 553-km barbed-wire
fenced border with Pakistan, the BJP leader said if
the BJP-led National Democratic Alliance (NDA) is
voted to power in the state, it would set up the

NCB branches in four districts to curb the menace
of drugs abuse. "The NDA would also constitute an
anti-drugs task force in all districts," he said.
Hitting out at Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) national
convenor Arvind Kejriwal, Shah said: "Kejriwal has
nothing to do with Punjab's safety, only NDA can
protect the state."
He called upon the people to vote for BJP-led
alliance for stability, development and good governance of the state.On religious conversions, Shah
said it was one of the major issues plaguing.

It is civil war in Pakistan: Baloch leader Naela Quadri
Thiruvananthapuram|Agencies

C

hairperson of the Baloch
People's Congress and a
leader of the Balochistan
resistance movement, Prof Naela
Quadri Baloch has said that
Pakistan is facing the worst civil
war and that the Pakistani Army
had lost more than 190 of its soldiers after an ambush by the
Balochistan resistance forces.
Naela Quadri, who is also the
president of the World Baloch
Women's Forum, was speaking at
a Webinar, "Recent Developments
in Balochistan", organised by the
Centre for Policy and
Development Studies, a think tank
based out of Chennai and
Thiruvananthapuram on Sunday.
The Baloch leader said that the
people of Balochistan were facing
extreme torture at the hands of the
Pakistani armed forces. Prof Naela
Quadri Baloch said that girls are

picked up at random and are
raped and in some cases, the
mutilated dead bodies of these
girls are recovered from fields and
uninhabited places.
The senior Baloch leader, who
is one of the leading international
voices of the Balochistan movement and living in exile in
Canada, said that forced disappearances are taking place on a
daily basis in Balochistan. Naela

heroin were seized.
The cost of the drugs in the international
market is around Rs 2,000 crore. This is the
first such operation in which the apprehension has been made in high seas, the NCB
said in a statement.
The input regarding trafficking of drugs in
the high seas was developed by NCB and
was shared with the Naval Intelligence Unit,
leading to a joint operation.
While the drugs are suspected to have
been loaded from Pakistan, the NCB is
investigating its delivery contacts.
The seized narcotics have been brought
to the Porbandar port in Gujarat and the
agency is conducting further formalities and
probe, sources added.
"The seizure of almost 800 kg of contraband drugs came after a four-day operation
that the agency conducted in collaboration
with the Navy in the high seas," NCB
Director General SN Pradhan said in a statement.
"The neighbouring country has adversarial relations with us and wants to affect India
and its national security. I can tell you that
this joint action by the Indian agencies and
the NCB will continue," Pradhan said.

Quadri said that according to the
information compiled by various
groups connected to the
Balochistan movement, more than
55,000 people are missing and that
the Pakistani Army are arresting
innocent people and torturing
them in their torture cells and
killing them, and dropping the
dead bodies at will. She said that
Pakistan was a failed state and
that in Sindhudesh also movements have erupted against the
Pakistani Army.
Prof Naela Quadri Baloch said
that the Balochistan people are
strong and have resilience and will
to fight against the better
equipped Pakistani Army and
after the 190 casualties of its personnel, the army has increased
the torture of the Baloch people.
She, however, said that the
Pakistan Army is not walking
through a rosy patch and that
Baloch people will not sit in

silence facing the attack by the
'rogues' in the Pakistani Army.
Coming down heavily on China,
she said that China is trying to
totally take over places in South
Balochistan, and for that, they are
pressuring the Pakistani government to divide Baloch province
into North and South Balochistan.
She said that the people of
Balochistan would never allow
such a bifurcation.
Prof Naela Quadri also said that
several young, educated youths of
Balochistan, who used to take
classes for those children who are
not going to schools, have been
rounded up by the Pakistani Army
and all of them are missing.
She said, "The Pakistani establishment does not want the Baloch
people to get educated and routinely pick up our people who are
highly educated and helping our
children."
The leader also said that the

Baloch people would continue
their natural fight for justice until
the goal is achieved. She said that
the Indian government was also
not actively supporting the Baloch
cause and wanted the people of
India to be proactive in the matter.
Munir Mengal, President of
Baloch Voice Association and
based out of Paris while addressing the webinar said that there
was no justice in Pakistan and
added that people are routinely
getting killed due to the failure of
the judiciary. Munir, who also represents the Baloch people in international forums including the
United Nations, said that for the
past couple of years, UN meetings
have come reduced due to the
Covid pandemic and have heavily
affected the momentum of the
cause. C Rajeev, Director, Centre
for Policy and Development
Studies was the moderator of the
webinar.

"Religious conversions of Sikhs and Hindus are a
major issue in Punjab. The Congress government
led by Charanjit Channi or AAP can't stop these
conversions. There is only one party that can stop
such conversions -- the BJP."
Targeting the Congress, he said no one can forget the anti-Sikh riots of 1984. "It still brings tears
to the eyes. Channi should explain this sin committed by the Congress."
Pleading the electorates to give one chance to
the NDA to serve the state, Shah said the people of
Punjab have already given multiple chances to
SAD (Shiromani Akali Dal) and the Congress.
"Now they should give a chance to the BJP if they
want the place to be in safe hands and to uproot
the drug and other mafias in the state."
In the fray for 117 seats in Punjab are two
prominent parties the ruling Congress and the
Aam Aadmi Party, and two alliances -- the
Shiromani Akali Dal-Bahujan Samaj Party (SADBSP) and the BJP-Punjab Lok Congress.
From 1997 onwards, SAD had fought all the
elections in the state in alliance with the BJP, winning three Assembly elections, till September 2020
when the former objected to the three now
revoked contentious farm laws and walked out of
the NDA in protest.

PM MODI GREETS LISTENERS
ON WORLD RADIO DAY
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Sunday greeted
all radio listeners and
those "who enrich this
outstanding medium with
their talent as well as
creativity", on the occasion of 'World Radio Day'.
Team Absolute|New Delhi

P

rime Minister Narendra
Modi on Sunday greeted all radio listeners
and those "who enrich this
outstanding medium with
their talent as well as creativity", on the occasion of 'World
Radio Day'. World Radio Day
is celebrated every year on
February 13. In a series of
tweets, the Prime Minister
said: "World Radio Day greetings to all radio listeners and
those who enrich this outstanding medium with their

talent as well as creativity. Be
it at home, during journeys
and otherwise, the radio
remains an integral part of
the people's lives. It is an
amazing medium to connect
people." "Due to
#MannKiBaat, I repeatedly
see how the radio can be a
great medium to share positivity as well as recognise
those who are at the forefront
of bringing a qualitative
change in the lives of others. I
would also like to thank all
those who contribute to this
programme."
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K'TAKA SCHOOLS TO REOPEN FROM
MONDAY, CM WARNS TROUBLE MAKERS
Amid hijab row, Karnataka Chief Minister Basavaraj
Bommai on Sunday warned trouble makers of legal action
as schools up to class 10 are reopening from Monday.
Hubballi |Agencies

The Congress on Sunday
attacked the Centre for the
bank frauds allegedly committed by Gujarat-based
ABG Shipyard owned by
Rishi Agarwal and others
for duping 28 Banks, including State Bank of India.

A

mid hijab row,
Karnataka Chief
Minister Basavaraj
Bommai on Sunday warned
trouble makers of legal action
as schools up to class 10 are
reopening from
Monday.Bommai was speaking to reporters in
Hubballi."Our officers are
observing messages that are
put out on social media. They
are also collecting information on their own. My first
duty now is to see that
schools and colleges are
opened as early as possible
and to create a cordial atmosphere for peaceful learning.
The students must focus on
examinations scheduled in
March. Other things would be
taken care of by investigative
agencies," he said. Bommai
said, high schools are reopening from tomorrow (Monday)

'Loot & escape is Modi govt's flagship
scheme for Bank fraudsters': Cong

in the state. District
Commissioners and school
managements have been told
to conduct peace meetings
and classes will be held
peacefully, he said. A decision will be taken on reopening of colleges soon after
ensuring all preparations are
being made. "Colleges will
function like before in a cordial atmosphere. Reopening
schools and colleges is our
first priority. I have sought a
report from the Education
Minister. Based on that, a

decision would be taken," he
stated.Bommai explained the
state's economy has suffered
badly in the two years due to
Covid and through the budget an attempt would be made
to boost the economy.
conomic progress, welfare of
people and financial discipline will be kept in mind
while presenting the budget,"
he said, adding, "our revenue
collections are improving,
priority will be given to the
lowest and poorest
person," he said.

Team Absolute|New Delhi

T

he Congress on Sunday
attacked the Centre for the bank
frauds allegedly committed by
Gujarat-based ABG Shipyard owned
by Rishi Agarwal and others for duping 28 Banks, including State Bank of
India. The party alleged that the delay
in the case proves 'complicity, collusion and connivance of those sitting
in the highest echelons of power in
the Modi government'.
Addressing a press conference in
Chandigarh, Congress chief
spokesperson Randeep Singh

Surjewala said, "India's Biggest Bank
Fraud in 75 years has taken place
under Modi Govt's watch! 'Bank
Frauds' of Rs 5,35,000 (5.35 lakh)
crore in 7 years have wrecked our
'Banking System'!" He said India
woke up to the rude shock of the
biggest ever bank fraud of Rs 22,842
crore in the last 75 years. Post a 5-year
delay, dilly-dallying and permitting
brazen embezzlement of public
money, the CBI has finally registered
an FIR on 7th February 2022, against
Gujarat-based ABG Shipyard owned
by Rishi Agarwal and others for dup-

Centre launches welfare scheme for transgender community
Union Minister for Social Justice and Empowerment Virendra Kumar on Saturday launched the Central sector scheme 'SMILE: Support for Marginalised Individuals for Livelihood and Enterprise' aimed to provide welfare and rehabilitation to the transgender community and the people engaged in the act of begging.
Team Absolute|New Delhi

U

nion Minister for Social
Justice and Empowerment
Virendra Kumar on Saturday
launched the Central sector
scheme 'SMILE: Support for
Marginalised Individuals for
Livelihood and Enterprise' aimed to
provide welfare and rehabilitation
to the transgender community and
the people engaged in the act of
begging.
The umbrella scheme is designed
by the Department of Social Justice
and Empowerment.
"As a progressive and developing
society, it is our duty to respect the
identity and dignity of all sections
of society. The Ministry has
ensured that each and every need
of transgender community and persons engaged in the act of begging
are taken care of in most professional way," the Union Minister
said. "The provision of national
portal and helpline will provide
necessary information and solutions to the problems of the transgender community and the people
engaged in the act of begging," he
added.

The two sub-schemes of SMILE 'Central Sector Scheme for
Comprehensive Rehabilitation for
Welfare of Transgender Persons'
and 'Central Sector Scheme for
Comprehensive Rehabilitation of
Engaged in the Act of Begging' provide comprehensive welfare and
rehabilitation measures to the
Transgender community and the
people engaged in the act of begging.
The Ministry has allocated Rs
365 crore for the scheme from
2021-22 to 2025-26 for the social
security that is needed through
multiple dimensions of identity,
medical care, education, occupa-

tional opportunities and shelter, a
statement from the Ministry said.
The sub-scheme - 'Central
Sector Scheme for Comprehensive
Rehabilitation for Welfare of
Transgender Persons'- includes
various components such as scholarships for transgender students
studying in IX and till post-graduation. It also has provisions for Skill
Development and Livelihood
under the PM-DAKSH scheme.
Through Composite Medical
Health, it provides a comprehensive package in convergence with
PM-JAY supporting GenderReaffirmation surgeries through
selected hospitals. Similarly, the

Housing facility in the form of
'Garima Grih' ensures food, clothing, recreational facilities, skill
development opportunities, recreational activities, and medical support to the transgender community
and the people engaged in the act
of begging. The provision of
Transgender Protection Cell in
each state will monitor cases of
offences and to ensure timely registration, investigation, and prosecution of offences. The National
Portal and Helpline will provide
necessary information and solutions to the transgender community and the people engaged in the
act of begging when needed.
Meanwhile the sub-scheme 'Comprehensive Rehabilitation of
persons engaged in the act of
Begging' - will focus on survey and
identification, mobilisation, rescue/ shelter home and comprehensive resettlement.
Besides, pilot projects have been
initiated on comprehensive rehabilitation in 10 cities namely Delhi,
Bangalore, Chennai, Hyderabad,
Indore, Lucknow, Mumbai,
Nagpur, Patna and Ahmedabad,
the release added.

ing 28 Banks, led by State Bank of
India. He alleged that the Modi government is running a "loot & escape"
flagship scheme for Bank fraudsters.
"The fraudsters lists include -- Nirav
Modi, i.e Chhota Modi, Mehul
Choksi, Ami Modi, Neeshal Modi,
Lalit Modi, Vijay Mallya, Jatin Mehta,
Chetan Sandesara, Nitin Sandesara
and many others with close connection and affection to the ruling establishment. Rishi Agarwal & others are
the new 'GEMS' of the 'Shehenshah'
"Complicity, collusion & connivance of those sitting in the highest
echelons of power in the Modi Govt is
writ large in India's biggest fraud,"
said Surjewala. The party questioned
the delay on the part of CBI to file the
case. The party statement said, "On
8th November 2019, State Bank of
India filed a complaint to CBI for registration of FIR against ABG
Shipyard's Rishi Agarwal & others.
Despite the apparent fraud and swindling of public money; CBI, SBI &
Modi Govt proceeded to complicate

the entire matter in bureaucratic
wrangling and file-pushing. This happened for years as the public money
went down the drain and fraudsters
gained. "Another intriguing facet is
that ABG Shipyard was allotted
1,21,000 square metres of land in
2007 by Gujarat Govt headed by the
then Chief Minister, Shri Narendra
Modi. The CAG indicted the Gujarat
Govt for undue favouring ABG
Shipyard & Rishi Agarwal for allotting
land at Rs 700 per square metre,
while the price of land was 100%
higher, i.e, Rs 1,400 per square metre.
"Another amazing facet is that
despite the CAG report, the Gujarat
Govt headed by the then CM, Shri
Narendra Modi proceeded to allot 50
hectares of land to ABG Shipyard &
Rishi Agarwal in Dahej, Gujarat. The
Dahej project was shut down by ABG
Shipyard in the year 2015." Surjewala
asked, "Why did it take 5 years after
the liquidation proceedings of ABG
Shipyard to lodge even an FIR for
duping 28 banks of Rs 22,842 crore ?

Voters conduct written test of
Sarpanch candidates in Odisha village
In a rare incident, voters of Malupada village under Kutra Gram
Panchayat (GP) in tribal-dominated Sundergarh district of
Odisha have conducted a written test of eight Sarpanch candidates in fray for the ensuing Panchayat poll in the State.
Bhubaneswar|Agencies

I

n a rare incident, voters
of Malupada village
under Kutra Gram
Panchayat (GP) in tribaldominated Sundergarh district of Odisha have conducted a written test of eight
Sarpanch candidates in fray
for the ensuing Panchayat
poll in the State.According
to the villagers, they have
asked the Sarpanch candidates to attend a test in their
village recently. The candidates did not oppose such a
move by the villagers and
eight out of nine candidates
appeared for the test. The
villagers have asked some
simple questions to the candidates to introduce themselves, their five goals as a
Sarpanch candidate and
their five goals, if elected as
Sarpanch.The candidates
have been also asked to
write about the five welfare
activities they have done so

far, are they willing to visit
door-to-door to solve the
issues of the people with the
same zeal to seek votes for
the Sarpanch post and
details about
Panchayat."One day, we all
villagers had sat together
and decided to conduct
such a test. Accordingly, we
have prepared the questions," said Kirti Ekka, a
native of Malupada village.
Another villager, Madhuri
Minja, said: "We wanted to
know whether the candidate
can visit door-to-door after
being elected as Sarpanch
like what they are doing to

seek otes."Sarpanch candidates Nua Sadanga and
Lalita Barua, who have
appeared for the test, have
welcomed the decision of
the villagers. "It is the right
of the voters to know about
the candidates, to whom
they are going to vote in the
election," Lalita
said.However, Rabindra
Sethi, the block electoral
officer, said such a thing
should not have happened
because the model code of
conduct is in force in the
state. "If we receive any
complaint, we will investigate the matter," he stated.

FIR AGAINST BJP MLA VINAY BIHARI IN PATNA Bengal Guv hits back at TN CM over

remark on proroguing assembly

Patna police have registered an
FIR against BJP MLA Vinay Bihari
in connection with alleged kidnapping of a 25-year-old girl, an official said.
Patna|Agencies

P

atna police have registered an FIR
against BJP MLA Vinay Bihari in connection with alleged kidnapping of a 25year-old girl, an official said.
The victim went to college of commerce for
examination on February 9. Since then, she
has not returned home. The victim's mother
alleged that when her phone was switched
on, Vinay Bihari received the call.
The FIR has been registered under IPC sections of 366 and 120B at Agam Kuan police
station. The SHO has confirmed filing of the
FIR. He said that an investigation is underway. The victim is Rishima Raj, a resident of
progressive colony located on Bhootnath
road, Patna. She went to the College of
Commerce on February 9 at 9 a.m. Her mother Rekha Kumari, the complainant said that
she was expecting her return around 2 pm.
"When she did not return till 3 p.m., I contacted her on the phone which was switched off.
At 3.10 p.m., we received a text message from
her phone and was directed to contact on the

phone number 7304210830. When I contacted that number, it was received by BJP MLA
Vinay Bihari," Rekha said.
"MLA Vinay Bihari initially directed me to
call after an hour. When I contacted again
after one hour, he threatened me. He said that
the girl is with his nephew Rajiv Singh. He
said there is no use going to SP or DSP," Rekha
said.
"When I went to Rajiv Singh's house located
at Mahatma Gandhi Nagar, his parents
informed that they were not aware of such an
incident. Rajiv Singh is their son but he lives
with his uncle Vinay Bihari," she said.
Vinay Bihari is an MLA of Lauria assembly
constituency in Bettiah. He has denied the
allegation.

West Bengal Governor
Jagdeep Dhankhar has
hit out at Tamil Nadu
Chief Minister MK Stalin
for his statement on proroguing the assembly
session, saying that
Stalin was responding to
something without knowing facts.
CHENNAI| Agencies

W

est Bengal Governor Jagdeep
Dhankhar has hit out at
Tamil Nadu Chief Minister
M.K. Stalin for his statement on proroguing the assembly session, saying
that Stalin was responding to something without knowing facts.
In a tweet, Dhankhar said, "Find it
unusually expedient to respectfully
invite indulgent attention of TN

CM@mkstalin that his extremely
harsh hurtful observations are not in
the least conformity with facts attached order. Assembly was prorogued at express
request@MamataOfficial@rajbhavan_tn."
Dhankhar's response came following a tweet by Tamil Nadu Chief

Minister MK Stalin that the West
Bengal Governor's act of proroguing
the assembly is 'without any propriety'.
Stalin in a tweet had said, "The act
of #West Bengal Governor to prorogue the WB assembly session is
without any propriety expected from
the exalted post and goes against

established norms and conventions."
The Tamil Nadu Chief Minister had
further said, "The 'symbolic' head of
the state should be the role model to
uphold the constitution. The beauty
of democracy lies in respecting each
other."
The Trinamool Congress has also
said that the West Bengal Governor
had prorogued the state assembly on
the recommendations of the state
government and that there was no
confusion in it.
The tweet of MK Stalin and the
response of the West Bengal
Governor and the Trinamool
Congress have given fresh ammunition to the AIADMK to target the
DMK in the midst of the urban local
body elections. Party leader, V
Periyasami in a statement on Sunday
said, "The Tamil Nadu Chief Minister
is interfering in matters without properly doing a study on the subject and
his undue haste for hitting headlines
has backfired. The Chief Minister
must further properly study a subject
before commenting."

CENTRE RECEIVES 16 PROPOSALS FOR METRO PROJECTS FROM STATES/UTS
Team Absolute|New Delhi

W

ith an aim to provide speedy
and clean urban transport system to the public, seven states
and two Union Territories have sent 16
proposals for the expansion/fresh construction of metro rail projects to the
Centre.
The proposals also include three
regional rapid transport systems that
will connect different parts of Haryana
and Rajasthan with Delhi, as well as two
from Jammu and Kashmir.
Housing and Urban Affairs Minister
Hardeep Singh Puri had told the Lok
Sabha on February 10, that urban transport was an integral part of urban development, and while it is the responsibility
of the state governments concerned to
initiate, develop, and fund urban transport infrastructure including metro rail

projects, the Central government considers financial assistance to such proj-

ects under the Metro Rail Policy, 2017.
"Based on the feasibility of the pro-

posal and availability of resources, the
Central government considers such
projects in cities or urban agglomerates," Puri said, adding that no new
metro rail proposal was submitted by
the Gujarat government for funding.
Of the 16 proposals, the most (three)
were from Maharashtra, and included
construction of the 43.80-km-long second phase of Nagpur Metro in five years
from the date of approval. Similarly, the
state has submitted a proposal for a 33km-long Nashik Metro, to be completed
in four years from the date of approval.
The third proposal is for a 29-km-long
Thane Internal Ring Project, likely to be
completed in five years from the date of
its approval.
Puri said that the Delhi government
has sent a proposal for constructing
three remaining corridors of Delhi
Metro under the fourth phase with a

total length of 43.677 km, to be completed in five years from the start of work.
The Housing and Urban Affairs
Ministry has also received two metro rail
projects from Kerala for Kochi Metro, of
which a two-km-long stretch under
Phase 1A which is likely to be completed
by June this year. Another project is of
11.20-km-long corridor in Phase II that
will likely be completed in four years
from the date of its sanction.
Uttar Pradesh has sent two proposals
- one for the extension of 14.958-kmlong Noida Metro from Sector 51 in
Noida to Knowledge Park in Greater
Noida, likely to be completed in 38
months from the date of its approval,
and the second for a 15.14-km-long
Gorakhpur MetroLite project in Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath's home city, to
be completed in four years from the date
of sanction.

From Jammu and Kashmir, a 23-kmlong MetroLite project in Jammu and of
the same length for Srinagar have been
proposed, with a completion date of
March 2026.
The Tamil Nadu government has also
sent a proposal for construction of
118.9-km-long second phase of Chennai
Metro which is likely to be completed in
six years from the date of sanction.
The Centre has received a proposal
for construction of 28.50-km-long Metro
Rail Connectivity project that will connect from HUDA City Centre to Cyber
City in Gurugram, and is likely to be
completed in five years from the date of
the sanction.
It has received the proposal to construct a 22.424-km-long MetroNeo project in Uttarakhand capital Dehradun,
likely to be completed in three years
from the date of sanction.
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FIVE RESCUED, 4 STILL TRAPPED AFTER
UNDER-CONSTRUCTION TUNNEL CAVES IN G

Team Absolute | Bhopal

Five labourers were rescued from a collapsed under-construction tunnel of the
Bargi canal project in Katni district, and
efforts to save four more were continuing, officials said on Sunday.

Team Absolute |Bhopal

F

ive labourers were rescued from a collapsed under-construction tunnel of the
Bargi canal project in Katni district of
Madhya Pradesh, and efforts to save four
more were continuing, officials said on

Sunday.
The incident happened on Saturday when the
construction work was going on and at least nine
labourers were said to be trapped.
Katni district collector Priyank Mishra said that
two out of the four labourers still stuck in the tunnel
have been traced, while the rescue team is trying to
locate the other. "At present talks are being held
with two people trapped inside the tunnel, efforts
are being made to make contact with two others,"
Mishra.
"Of the nine labourers trapped., 5 have been rescued after an under consytruction tunnel of the
Bargi underground canal caved in at Sleemanabad
in Katni district; 4yet to be rescued. SDERF team at
the spot," n official of the administration said.
The SDERF team arrived from Jabalpur, said
Katni collector Priyank Mishra.
Locals officials, along with State Disaster
Emergency Response Force (SDERF) team, which

has reached from Jabalpur district, are trying to
safely rescue the remaining labourers. District
administration along with district police have
reached to the spot.
Madhya Pradesh Additional Chief Secretary
(Home) Rajesh Rajora is monitoring the rescue
operation.
Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan took cognizance of the incident and also has been monitoring the rescue operation with officials in Bhopal, as

Stadium in Satna named after PM Modi
After Gujarat, a sports stadium in the
Satna district of Madhya Pradesh has
been named after Prime Minister
Narendra Modi. The stadium has been
built at a cost of Rs 130 crore.

the CMO office informed.
Chouhan took cognizance of the incident in
Sleemanabad. In a conversation over the phone, he
sought information about the incident from the
Katni collector. The Chief Minister is constantly in
touch with the Katni district administration and is
taking information about the
rescue operation.
The Chief Minister has instructed for proper
treatment of those injured.

Hijab row now erupts in Satna
Team Absolute|Bhopal

A

T
tion with sportspersons and encouraged
them. That is why we decided to name it after
him (Modi)," Singh added.This mini-stadium
is located on the Rewa-Satna road.
Girish Gautam, who was the chief guest at
the inaugural event, said that the mini stadium will help young talent make a career in
sports. "There is no dearth of talent in villages
but they need to have better opportunities to
develop their skills in sports," Girish Gautam
added. Gujarat's Motera Stadium was named
after Modi in 2021.

he hijab controversy that erupted in a pre-university college in
Karnataka has now hit a college
in Madhya Pradesh.
As per official information, the
fresh controversy over wearing hijabburqa erupted at an Autonomous PG
College in Madhya Pradesh's Satna
district on Saturday after an M.Com
student Rukshana Khan arrived at the
college wearing hijab to appear in the
exam.In the mean time, students
from other groups, including some
associated with Akhil Bharatiya
Vidyarthi Parishad (ABVP), students

wing of the Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP), opposed the woman wearing
hijab-burqa during the examination.
Sensing that the matter could
snowball into a major controversy,
the college's principal-in-charge,
Shivesh Pratap Singh swung into
action. He not only advised Rukshana
Khan not to wear hijab again in the
college, but also took a written undertaking from her that she will wear
only college uniform like other students in future.
"All the students are strictly told
that they will be allowed only in proper uniform and face masks in the college examination. But she (Rukshana

Youth should become job givers and not
seekers by adopting agri business: Tomar
Team Absolute |Bhopal

F

armers of Gwalior and
Chambal region and
youth who want to start
agriculture based startups
have received a big gift.
Union Minister for
Agriculture and Farmers'
Welfare Narendra Singh
Tomar on Sunday dedicated
the newly constructed building of 'Center for Agri
Business Incubation and
Entrepreneurship' in
Gwalior. Tomar said that
with the help of the Centre,
the youth of GwaliorChambal region would create a golden future for India
by starting agro-based startups. The foundation of
Atmanirbhar Bharat will be
further strengthened by the
emergence of new startups.
He said that by opening such
centres, the Government of
India has ensured that

youths should join agri business and become job givers
instead of seeking jobs.
With the help of NABARD
(National Bank for
Agriculture and Rural
Development), a building
has been constructed for
"Center for Agri Business
Incubation and
Entrepreneurship" in the
Agricultural College campus

CM TRIBUTE TO NIGHTINGALE
OF INDIA SAROJINI NAIDU
Team Absolute |Bhopal

C

hief Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan paid
tributes to the
Nightingale of India Sarojini
Naidu on her birth anniversary. Chouhan paid floral
tributes by garlanding her
portrait in the auditorium of
his residence. Sarojini Naidu
was born on 13 February,
1879 in Hyderabad. Sarojini
Naidu, who contributed to
the Indian freedom struggle,
became famous as the
Nightingale of India.
At the age of 13, Smt.
Sarojini Naidu composed a
poem called Lady of the
Lake. She went to England
for higher education in the
year 1895 and continued to
write poems along with her
studies. Her poetry collections got her acclaim as a

determination and dedication of Modi ji to
contribute in nation building. Appreciating
the seminar, he said that such events should
continue, as this strengthens the sense of
service to the nation in the society.
Medical Education, Bhopal Gas Tragedy
Relief and Rehabilitation Minister Vishwas
Sarang said that Modi is a Dhavala Vastra
dhari Saint. He is one who has sacrificed his
entire life for the society. He has strengthened
democratic values. His tenure of 20 years is a
development journey from Antyodaya to selfreliance. His Gujarat model of development
propelled him as a national leader. He said
that the results which have come during the
tenure of the present central government in
every field like foreign affairs, defence, internal security, economy, reforms etc. are exemplary. Their case study should be conducted.
Modi has given a new direction to the democratic systems and values of not only the
country but the world in 20 years. He has led
the world in subjects like yoga, climate
change etc. He has strengthened the soul of
democracy by strengthening the federal structure through GST.

The hijab controversy that erupted in a pre-university college in
Karnataka has now hit a college in Madhya Pradesh.
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fter Gujarat, a sports stadium in the
Satna district of Madhya Pradesh has
been named after Prime Minister
Narendra Modi. The stadium has been built at
a cost of Rs 130 crore.
Madhya Pradesh Assembly Speaker Girish
Gautam and Satna MP (BJP) Ganesh Singh
inaugurated 'Narendra Damodar Das Modi
Stadium' on Saturday, after which sports
activities have also begun there.
The stadium has been built by Power Grid
Corporation, Satna. Ganesh Singh said the
stadium has been named after Modi because
his government (BJP's government) has been
doing a lot of works for the promotion of
sports. "PM Modi held a direct communica-

overnor Mangubhai Patel said that
Prime Minister Narendra Modi is the
replica of Hum Rahe Na Rahe Din
Chaar, Maa Tera Vaibhav Amar Rahe. His life's
journey is fully dedicated to the fulfilment of
resolve and sensitivities, in which there is
concern and consciousness of the sorrow and
pain of all people, creatures and animals. He
has the determination and ability to do anything for the pride of the nation.
Patel was addressing a seminar on
Delivering Democracy at Kushabhau
Thackeray International Convention Centre.
The seminar was organized by Rambhau
Mhalgi Prabodhini and Idea of New MP.
Patel said that the dynamic republic has
attained new heights in 20 years under the
leadership of Modi. His exceptional leadership ability, farsightedness and amazing work
efficiency, has made him the world's leading
politician, which has started the process of
accrediting the country as a global guru, while
accelerating the pace of development.
Referring to the incidents of water rising to 14
feet in Surat city and killing of the lions of Gir
forest, he said that the US government had
refused to grant visa to Modi. Modi set such
records of development and public service
that today Modi is accorded much more
respect than any leader of the world in the US.
The whole world is practicing yoga. Modi has
given a new dimension to efficiency, organizational ability and sensitivity. He said that
the journey from a chaiwala to becoming the
prime minister is inspiring for every youth.
Inspiration should be taken from the spirit of

well-known poet. She led
many national movements
and went to jail too. Smt.
Naidu went from village to
village like a valiant leader,
without fearing troubles and
kept igniting love of people
for the country.
The statements of Naidu
shook people and inspired
them to lay down their lives
for the country. She was a
polyglot and gave her
speech in English, Hindi,
Bengali or Gujarati depending on the region. Smt.
Naidu passed away on 2
March, 1949. The
Government of India also
issued a postage stamp in
her honor.Chouhan has
tweeted, "I salute respected
Sarojini Naidu ji on her birth
anniversary. The empowerment of women will be our
true tribute to her."

attached to Rajmata
Vijayaraje Scindia
Agricultural University,
Gwalior at a cost of more
than Rs.7 crore. The main
objective of setting up this
center equipped with modern technology and facilities
is to create more than 100
startups in the next four
years. Along with this, training and financial and techni-

cal help will be provided to
the regional farmers and
young entrepreneurs for
agriculture and 240 different
types of economic activities
related to it. Through this
center, 130 types of techniques related to crop production, crop protection and
natural resource management will also be developed
and work will be done to
generate awareness.
Tomar said that the government is providing financial assistance on a large
scale for agri-business startups, food processing and
innovations on the initiative
of Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, to strengthen the agriculture sector,. Also, incentives are being provided to
FPOs (Farmer Producer
Organization) and Agri
Startups. He said that from
sowing to getting good price
in the market for the pro-

duce, the government is
engaged in helping the farmers with commitment. Tomar
informed that this year the
government has procured
twice as compared to last
year on support price. Along
with wheat and paddy, the
government is also purchasing pulses, oilseeds and
other coarse cereals on support price. Tomar called
upon the farmers to engage
in vegetable and flower cultivation along with traditional
farming, so that their income
can be doubled. He said that
the government has made a
provision of Rs one lakh
crore for agricultural infrastructure. For the first time
after the independence of
the country, an amount of Rs
1.5 lakh crore rupees has
been arranged by the government to provide agriculture related resources near
the villages.

Khan) arrived wearing hijab-burqa.
She has given a written undertaking
that she will come in the college only
in uniform," Shivesh Pratap Singh
said.
The political controversy over hijab
in Madhya Pradesh had erupted after
School Education Minister Inder
Singh Paramar supported banning of
hijab in schools and also announced
that new dress code will be strictly
enforced from the next academic
year.
Some Congress leaders who
belonged to Muslim community
opposed the minister's remarks and
said that they would oppose MP gov-

ernment's proposal to ban hijabburqa.
On Friday, Bhopal Qazi Syed
Mushtaq Ali Nadvi before namaz
(prayer) made an appeal to Muslim
women to wear hijab-burqa. Qazi
said that he is making this appeal
because women have stopped wearing hijab-burqa and asked other clerics to make a similar appeal from the
mosques.
However, later Madhya Pradesh
Home Minister Narottam Mishra said
that the state government has no proposal to ban hijab-burqa in educational institutions in the state.

CM Planted Saplings with Radio
Jockeys on World Radio Day
Team Absolute |Bhopal

C

hief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan
planted saplings along with Radio
Jockeys (RJs) of Akashvani and FM
radio channels of Bhopal at Smart Garden on
World Radio Day on Sunday. Chouhan along
with RJ Mansi of MY FM, RJ Anadi of Big FM,
RJ Payal of Red FM, RJ Akash of Radio Mirchi
and Megha Tiwari of All India Radio planted
Gulmohar and Cassia saplings. Deependra
Saxena of MY FM, S Aslam of Big FM and
Prateek Upadhyay of Red FM were also present on the occasion.
Chouhan congratulated the radio jockeys
present on World Radio Day and had a
detailed dialogue with them. Chief Minister
said that even today radio is the most effective
medium to reach out to the people. Even
today people in rural areas depend on radio
for information. Chouhan said that there is a
need to motivate masses to plant saplings
through radio. Trees also give me the feeling
of my nephews and nieces. Trees give life.
They are the source of life not only for
humans but also for animals, birds, insects
and moths. We are doing plantation work to
sustain human life, which is also a way to
repay the generosity of the earth.
Chouhan said that we want to take the state

towards solar energy to save the environment.
Sun is the biggest source of energy. If we use
solar energy properly then there will be no
need to establish thermal power plants in
future. We have to understand that coal is in
limited quantity in the earth. Along with this,
making electricity from coal spoils the environment, there is emission of carbon gases.
That's why we have started a campaign to set
up solar power plants in many places in collaboration with the private sector. Plants have
been set up in Rewa and Neemuch. Plants are
also being set up in Shajapur, Agar, Neemuch,
Morena, Chhatarpur. Omkareshwar dam is
suitable for solar energy production.
Therefore, there is a plan to generate solar
energy by laying solar panels on the surface of
the water. This will avoid water vaporization
and will also ensure the availability of solar
electricity.

CHHINDWARA'S SWEET CORN VILLAGE TURNS AROUND THE LIVES OF FARMERS
Chhindwara district has shown that agriculture can be a profitable business as many villages here have
made their own identity by producing sweet corn. These villages are recognised as the 'Sweet Corn' Villages.
Team Absolute |Chhindwara
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adhya Pradesh's Chhindwara district has shown that agriculture can
be a profitable business as many
villages here have made their own identity
by producing sweet corn. These villages are
recognised as the 'Sweet Corn' Villages.
Chhindwara is the district where maize is
grown in an area of about three lakh
hectares, but in the last seven-eight years,
the farmers here have adopted farming of
sweet corn that has brought a big change to
their lives.
Jitendra Kumar Singh, Deputy Director,
Agriculture Department, says that about 500
farmers of ten villages of Umreth area of
Parasia block are cultivating sweet corn in
an area of 1,000 hectares. These are conscious and progressive farmers who are getting good profit by cultivating three crops -potato, watermelon and sweet corn -- in a
year.

Bijakwara is one of the villages making its
identity as 'Sweet Corn' village. In this village, a large number of farmers were cultivating native maize, the profits of these
farmers were less and many times there
were big losses due to the weather. During

the past decade, not just they transformed
their farming but have also enhanced their
income.Presently in Bijakwara, 36 farmers
are cultivating sweet corn in 160 hectare
area, their crop is growing not only in
Madhya Pradesh but also in Uttar Pradesh,
Maharashtra and Chhattisgarh. This year
these farmers produced about 2400 metric
tonnes of sweet corn, which has earned
them an income of Rs 3.60 crores.
Guru Prasad Pawar, a big farmer of
Bijakwara and who played an important role
in giving a new identity to the village, used
to be a teacher, but is now recognized as a
progressive farmer. He says that at present,
he farms in an area of 65 acres, in which he
cultivates three crops, sweet corn is one of
them.Responding to how he started cultivation of sweet corn, Pawar says that in the
year 2013-14, the Agriculture Department
encouraged the cultivation of sweet corn
and now his income has increased manifold
as compared to earlier. Farmers of many

nearby villages have also started cultivating
sweet corn.
Pawar says that he will provide better
education to his children, but will not
encourage them to get a job as he believes
that what they can earn from farming could
not be attained in a private job.
The cultivation of sweet corn has also
brought a 'big change' in the life of Narad
Pawar, a farmer of Chhawari Kalan village
here. He says that sweet corn is cultivated in
the neighboring state of Maharashtra and he
used to cultivate native maize earlier, in
which he had lost more than what he
earned. For the cultivation of sweet corn, he
took training at his level and gradually
adopted it, at present he is cultivating sweet
corn in 15 acres, making a net profit of Rs
40,000 per acre.
Farmers in many villages of Chhindwara
are getting attracted towards the sweet corn
as apart from increasing their income, it is
also changing their lifestyle.
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UP IS READY FOR 2ND PHASE POLLING

U

ttar Pradesh is geared up for the second phase of polling that will take
place on Monday when votes are cast
in 55 Assembly seats, spread across nine districts. Apart from extra vigil by the central
forces and police, round-the-clock watch will
be kept on social media. Special focus would
be on eight sensitive constituencies in Bijnor,
Sambhal and Saharanpur. A constituency is
declared'sensitive'ifthereispronouncedrivalry between political parties, presence of criminals, communal and caste tensions. The sensitive constituencies in Bijnor are Nagina,
reserved for SC, Dhampur, and Bijnor. The
focus will be on Deoband, Rampur
Maniharan and Gangoh constituencies in
Saharanpur and Sambhal and Asmoli in
Sambhal. Additional DG, law and order,
Prashant Kumar, said extra force will be
deployed at all the polling booths in the eight
constituencies, while the social media cell will
keep a tab on fake information and inflammatory posts. The high-decibel campaigning
for 55 Uttar Pradesh Assembly seats, which
aregoingtothepollsinthesecondofthesevenphase election on February 14, came to an
end on Saturday evening as senior leaders
made a last-minute campaign for their party
candidates. There are 586 candidates in the
fray in this phase with the seats spread across
nine districts of Saharanpur, Bijnor,
Moradabad, Sambhal, Rampur, Amroha,
Badaun, Bareilly and Shahjahanpur. The
areas going to polls in this phase have a sizeable Muslim population influenced by religious leaders of the Barelvi and Deoband
sects. These areas are considered to be the
strongholds of the Samajwadi Party. Of the
55 seats going to polls in this phase, the BJP
had won 38 in 2017, while the Samajwadi
Party had bagged 13 and the Congress and
BSP two each. Of the 15 seats won by the SP,
Muslim candidates emerged victorious in 10.
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HIJAB OR NO HIJAB: A FUNDAMENTAL QUESTION
Kumar Mihir

O

n February 5, the Karnataka government, passed an order in exercise of its
powers under Section 133 of the
Karnataka Education Act, 1983, inter-alia
directing that in colleges that come under the
pre-university education department's jurisdiction, the uniforms mandated by the
College Development Committee, or the
board of management, should be worn and in
the event, the management does mandate a
uniform, students should wear clothes that
are in the interests of unity, equality, and public order.
When this order was sought to be implemented by the Government PU Colleges in
Udupi which barred few girls from wearing
hijab and insisted on implementing a uniform
dress code, few girls opposed the ban which
for political reasons evolved into agitations
and counter agitations, first across Karnataka
and subsequently, to other parts of the country, supporting or opposing the right to wear
hijabs in class rooms.
Therefore, a fundamental question arises as
to whether Article 25 of the Constitution protects the right of students to wear Hijabs in
Class rooms which will now be decided by the
Karnataka High Court and most probably by
the Hon'ble Supreme Court.
A similar controversy arose in 2003 when
the Bombay High Court in the case of Fatima
Hussain Syed v/s Bharat Education Society
and Others, ruled that it was not a violation of
Article 25 of the Constitution for the principal
to prohibit the wearing of head scarf or head
covering in the school.
Further in 2018, the Hon'ble Kerala High
Court in its Judgment dated December 4,
2018 titled Fathima Thasneem (Minor) vs
State of Kerala & Others has sought to balance
the fundamental right of a woman to have the
choice of dress based on religious injunctions
and the fundamental right to establish, manage and administer an institution. In the said
background, the Kerala High Court held that
individual rights/ interest must give yield to
the larger public interest and therefore, it is
for the institution to decide whether the petitioners can be permitted to attend the classes
with the headscarf and full sleeve shirt and if
a student does not wish to abide by the dress
code, they can seek Transfer Certificate.
However, despite the said decision, the said
dispute is being raised again and has now
attained the status of a national debate only
due to vested political interest and ongoing
elections in several states wherein people
have started to take extreme position where
one side is insisting on Hijabs and the other

side is insisting on wearing Saffron Shawls
and scarves in class rooms.
It is a settled legal position that no fundamental right is absolute in nature. Article 25 of
the Constitution which provides the fundamental right to profess, practice and propagate a religion is also subject to restrictions in
the interest of public order, morality, health
and other interests of the State. Even assuming that wearing hijab is a religious practice,
the same is not absolute and must give way to
larger interests of public order and state. The
said position has also been upheld by the
Hon'ble Supreme Court in Asha Ranjan and
others v/s State of Bihar and others (2017)
holding that individual interest must yield to
the larger public interest. Thus, conflict over

competing rights can be resolved not by
negating individual rights but by upholding
the larger right to remain, to hold such relationships between institutions and students.
A uniform dress code is introduced with an
objective to bring homogeneity and a sense of
uniformity and to implement a sense of order
and discipline amongst the students and any
insistence on deviating from the said dress
code, defeats the said objective. The right to
establish and administer an institution under
Article 19(1)(g) or Article 29 & 30 will also
include the right to maintain order and discipline in the same and if the
institutional rules are not followed by a student, the institution has a right to deny entry to

that student as well.
For example, if an institution prohibits
burqa or short skirts or lungis in class, the students cannot insist on wearing the same on
the ground that the right to wear a clothe as
per their choice at all places is their fundamental right and therefore the same must also
be allowed in schools and colleges. Similarly,
if a minority institution mandates Hijabs as
part of their mandatory dress code, no student can deny to wear the same on the
ground that wearing them violates their religion.
Therefore, the larger question i.e. whether
wearing hijab is an essential practice of Islam
and therefore, the students have a fundamental right to wear hijabs is only being stoked
due to vested political interests and Courts
must be very careful in dealing with the same
as the same will directly affect the unity and
social fabric of our country. Further, even if
the same is held to be a fundamental right,
the same must be subject to restrictions
which must include a respect for the dress
code sought to be implemented by the
Institution.
We also need to understand that banning
hijabs or other face covering from school uniforms is not confined to our country or something unique being imposed by the ruling
party. In 2011, France banned burqa covering
the face in public schools and barred students
from displaying any form of religious symbols.
Subsequently, several other countries such as
Switzerland, Netherlands, Belgium, China,
Austria, Bulgaria, and Sri Lanka amongst others have imposed a ban on hijabs and other
facial and head coverings on public transportation, in government buildings and at
health and education institutions.
In order to paint all these countries as
Islamophobic on account of the ban imposed
by them, may not be correct. Public security,
sense of equality and checking religious
extremism have been a valid reason for
upholding the ban on the hijab, which anyways is perceived as a symbol of women
oppression and no freedom of choice can be
allowed to trump these valid concerns of the
Society at large. "What to wear in a classroom
is not important, what to learn is" and therefore, instead of fighting for wearing Hijab in
classrooms, we need to fight for better teachers, laboratories and colleges which is the
need of the hour.
(The author is Advocate-on-Record in
Supreme Court of India)
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Triple homicide shocks Spain
HUNGARIAN PM DELIVERS STATE OF after
15-year-old
kills
his
family
THE NATION SPEECH AHEAD OF POLLS
 Hungarian Prime Minister
Viktor Orban delivered a
state-of-the-nation speech
here, the first day of the official start of the campaign for
the April 3 general elections.
Budapest|Agencies
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ungarian Prime Minister
Viktor Orban delivered a
state-of-the-nation speech
here, the first day of the official start
of the campaign for the April 3 general elections.
The Hungarian leader started his
hour-long speech by recalling how
the Hungarian government made a
stand during the Covid-19 pandemic, whereas the situation in Europe
was much worse, reports Xinhua
news agency.
"The country's ability to act was
not in jeopardy for a moment and

most people think Hungary defended itself quite well," he said.
"This was not the case in Europe:
people's confidence had evaporated
from governments and protests had
to be suppressed by force," he
added. He warned a "crumbling
economy" if the Left, his political
opponents, rules. "In the end, both
taxes and debt are in the sky, and
they have a crumbling economy:

LIBYAN PM URGES HOLDING
POLLS TO END CRISIS
Tripoli: Libyan Prime Minister
Abdul-Hamid Dbeibah has
stressed the importance of
holding elections as soon as
possible to end the country's
current crisis. "The solution to
the current crisis, as well as
peace and reconciliation in the
country, can be achieved by
holding elections soon," Dbeibah said in a speech during the
National Reconciliation Forum in the town of Riqdalin, some
120 km west of the capital Tripoli. "There is a political class
that took over Libya in the past years and seeks to extend (the
mandate) and bring back war and conflict," he said, noting
that he had started consultations with local parties to come
up with a plan to hold elections and a referendum on the
constitution, reports Xinhua news agency. Dbeibah also
accused the House of Representatives (Parliament) of falsely
issuing resolutions and "being responsible for the conflict
and bloodshed". The House of Representatives on February
10 unanimously voted for Fathi Bashagha, the former Interior
Minister, as the country's new Prime Minister, replacing
Abdul-Hamid Dbeibah. Shortly after the vote, Bashagha said
that he is "confident that Dbeibah's government will hand
over power and adhere to the democratic path". However,
Dbeibah confirmed that his government will remain in office
until elections are held, and he will only hand over office to
an elected government. The Libyan parliament withdrew
confidence from Dbeibah's government in September 2021
and kept it as a caretaker government. General elections in
Libya had been scheduled for December 24, 2021, but were
postponed indefinitely over technical and legal issues,
according to the High National Elections Commission.

unemployment, austerity measures,
mountains of debts, IMF: No
money." Speaking of concrete
measures, Orban announced that
the fuel price cap would be extended for another three months.
He also said that the country's
coronavirus vaccine factory in
Debrecen would be operational by
the end of the year. Orban warned
that the Hungarian hard stance on
migration would be only "alive as
long as Fidesz (the centre-right
Hungarian political party) was in
government." In Saturday's speech,
which was his 23rd such occasion,
Orban said his administration's
ongoing row with the European
Union (EU) Commission was a dispute in the ways Western and
Hungarian societies viewed migration. "The EU is supporting the
invasion (migration wave)," Orban
said, calling his fight with Brussels a
"jihad" over the "rule of law".

About the Balkan region, Orban
said that these countries needed to
be included in the EU, and a Balkan
Marshall package was needed for
helping these southern European
countries to catch up. On the buildup of tensions between Moscow
and Kiev, he underlined that war
had to be avoided because it could
bring millions of migrants from
Ukraine to Hungary. Hungary's 7.8
million voters will have the opportunity to cast two ballots in the single-round election deciding 199
seats of Parliament. One ballot
directly elects lawmakers in 106
individual constituencies, while the
remaining seats are distributed
based on votes cast for a party list.
Orban is facing his closest contest
since coming to power in 2010 after
six opposition parties formed an
electoral alliance, uniting behind
49-year-old Peter Marki-Zay, a conservative mayor in rural Hungary.

Spain has been shocked by the news of a triple homicide in the city of
Elche, after a 15-year-old boy confessed to killing his parents and
younger brother after a family argument over Wi-Fi.

Madrid|Agencies

S

pain has been shocked
by the news of a triple
homicide in the city of
Elche, after a 15-year-old boy
confessed to killing his parents and younger brother
after a family argument over
Wi-Fi.
Police confirmed that the
15-year-old, who has not
been named, was arrested on
Friday accused of the triple
murder, which according to
the Spanish press, had its
roots in an argument over his
poor grades at school, reports
Xinhua news agency.
Local press reported that
the boy's mother cut off his
access to Wi-Fi as a punishment for his poor performance at school and also his

Impeachment motion filed
against Nepal CJ Rana
 An impeachment
motion has been
registered against
Chief Justice of
Nepal Cholendra
Shumsher Rana at
Parliament
Secretariat on
Sunday.
Kathmandu|Agencies

A

n impeachment
motion has been registered against Chief
Justice of Nepal Cholendra
Shumsher Rana at
Parliament Secretariat on
Sunday.
As many as 98 ruling party
lawmakers on Sunday morning registered the motion
against Rana who has been
in the eye of the storm since
October 2021. The lawmakers
from the ruling coalition
were led by Law Minister

Dilendra Prasad Badu. As
soon as the impeachment
motion was registered, Rana
was suspended and senior
Supreme Court Justice Dipak
Karki took over the charge as
Acting Chief Justice.
"We have registered an
impeachment motion against
the chief justice," Dev
Gurung, a lawmaker from the
Communist Party of Nepal
(Maoist Centre), told the
media. Gopal Nath Yogi, secretary at the Parliament
Secretariat, said lawmakers
from the Nepali Congress,
CPN (Maoist Centre) and

CPN (Unified Socialist) registered the impeachment
motion. Article 101 (2) of the
Constitution of Nepal states
that one fourth of the MPs
can register an impeachment
motion against any official
holding a constitutional position on the ground of failing
to perform duty effectively or
of working against the constitution or seriously violating
their code of conduct.
While one fourth of the
lawmakers can register the
impeachment motion, it
needs a two-third majority of
Parliament to endorse it.
The support of the main
opposition CPN-UML is a
must to endorse the motion,
as the parties that have filed
the motion have just 133
votes in total. It needs 181
votes to pass the impeachment motion in the 271strong Parliament.
An impeachment motion,
however, automatically leads

to the suspension of the Chief
Justice. Article 101 (6) of the
Constitution says after the
commencement of impeachment proceedings the Chief
Justice or judge of the
Supreme Court shall not be
allowed to discharge the
duties of his or her office
pending the settlement of
such proceedings.
The justices from the
Supreme Court and the legal
professionals had been
protesting against Rana since
October last year.
The justices who had been
boycotting the bench
returned to hear cases on
December 1 after the adoption of the raffle system in
finalising the benches and
assigning the cases to them.
As the justices refused to
share a bench with Rana, he
hasn't heard the cases since
the adoption of the raffle system. Lawyers, however, have
continued their protests.

refusal to help around the
house. The teenager took a
shotgun and shot his mother
dead, before killing his father
and 10-year-old brother with
the same weapon when they
returned home and discovered what had happened.
He remained in the house
with the dead bodies for

three days before admitting
what he had done to relatives, who were growing concerned after not hearing from
the family. Police then arrested the teenager, and he formally confessed to the triple
killing at the Elche Police
Station where he
remains in custody.

TURKEY TAKES NEW MEASURES
TO COPE WITH HIGH INFLATION

Istanbul: Turkey announced new economic measures to
ease the burden of citizens against the skyrocketing cost
of living amid high inflation. President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan said at an economic meeting in Istanbul via
video conference that in line with the new decisions, the
8 per cent value-added tax (VAT) on basic food products
was reduced to 1 per cent, reports Xinhua news agency.
He pointed out that the products, whose VAT rates were
lessened to 1 per cent, have a significant weight in the
inflation basket. "We are moving decisively towards growing our country's economy with investment, employment,
production, export, and current surplus," Erdogan noted.
Treasury and Finance Minister Nureddin Nebati said that
within the scope of the incentive package, credit supports
would be provided to businesses and exporters, and a
mobile application would be launched to enable citizens
to access affordable products. According to Nebati, the
new measures aim to bring "under-the-mattress" gold
into the economy. Turkey has long been struggling
against high inflation, which surged to a two-decade high
of 48.7 per cent in January.
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maharashtra
ANNA SUSPENDS PROPOSED HUNGER STRIKE
AGAINST MAHARASHTRA'S WINE POLICY
Hazare said the state government has
assured it will take into consideration
the views of citizens before going
ahead with the policy.
Team Absolute|Mumbai

S

ocial activist Anna Hazare has decided to suspend his proposed hunger strike from Monday
against the Maharashtra government's decision permitting sale of wine in supermarkets and
grocery shops, saying the state government has
assured it will take into consideration the views of
citizens before going ahead with the policy.
A 'gram sabha' was held on Sunday in Hazare's
native Ralegan Siddhi village in Ahmednagar district.
"I told the villagers that now the state government has decided to put up the cabinet's decision
before citizens for their suggestions and objections
and only after their nod, a final decision will be
taken by the government. Hence, I have decided to
suspend tomorrow's hunger strike," Hazare later

said.
Some days back, Hazare had written a letter to
Chief Minister Uddhav Thackeray, saying people of
the state have demanded that the policy permitting
sale of wine at supermarkets and walk-in shops be
called back immediately.
On Sunday, during the meeting held in his vil-

MAHARASHTRA MINISTER EKNATH
SHINDE'S SECURITY BEEFED UP
AFTER THREAT FROM NAXALS
Mumbai: Maharashtra Urban
Development Minister Eknath
Shinde has received a letter
allegedly sent by Naxals,
threatening to avenge the
killing of their cadres in the
state's Gadchiroli district,
sources said on Sunday. The
letter was sent to the residence of Shinde, who is also
the guardian minister of Thane and Gadchiroli, here on
Friday, following which his security was heightened, a district official said. The minister later said development was
the only way to tackle the Naxal menace in Gadchiroli. In
November last year, 26 Naxals, including one of their top
commanders, were gunned down in an encounter with
police in Gadchiroli district. According to the official, a complaint received by the Thane police in connection with the
threatening letter has been handed over to the crime branch
for an investigation.
Talking on reporters here on Saturday night, Shinde said he
received such threats earlier also. "As the guardian minister
of Gadchiroli, it is my duty to take care of the district. Our
aim is all-round development of the district and to bring it
into the mainstream. Development of infrastructure is the
only way to fight Naxalites in the region," Shinde said.

lage, Hazare said there are plenty of beer bars, permit rooms and shops to sell wine, then why the
government wants to sell it in supermarkets and
grocery stores?
Does it want to spread addiction? he asked.
"During a discussion with officials of the
Maharashtra government, I had told them that I
don't feel like living in the state, following which the
government started re-thinking about its decision,"
the activist claimed.
Hazare said wine is not the culture of
Maharashtra, where Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj
and saint Tukaram Maharaj once lived.
"The wine sale in supermarkets will destroy our
culture," he said.
Hazare said when the state government officials
came to meet him, he told them that they should
have taken people's views into consideration before
deciding on the wine policy.
There is democracy here, and not dictatorship.
Hence, the decision should be taken only after
inviting suggestions and objections from citizens,
and people should be given three months' time to
put forth their views, he said.

Maharashtra hints it may reverse plan
to allow wine sale in supermarkets
Excise principal secretary tells Anna
Hazare, who has
announced a fast
from February 14,
that the government will hold wide
consultations before
going ahead
Team Absolute|Mumbai

F

ollowing widespread
opposition and a hunger
strike threat from social
activist Anna Hazare, the
Maharashtra government has
indicated that it may walk
back its plan to allow wine to
be sold in supermarkets and
walk-in stores. On Saturday
the excise department's principal secretary met Hazare

Sameer Wankhede appears before vigilance team
NCB had ordered a vigilance
probe "independent witness"
Kiran Gosavi's bodyguard
Prabhakar Sail levelled serious allegations of corruption.
Team Absolute|New Delhi

F

ormer NCB Zonal Director,
Mumbai, Sameer Wankhede has
appeared before the vigilance
team to record his statement. A month
back he was de-attached from NCB and
repatriated to his parent cadre Central
Board of Indirect Taxes and Customs.
The vigilance was ordered by the
Narcotics Control Bureau following several controversies that surrounded a
drug bust on the cruise liner. The vigilance enquiry is being carried out by
DDG (north) Gyaneshwar Singh. He is
also the Chief Vigilance Officer of the
federal probe agency. The high-profile
case saw Shah Rukh Khan's son Aryan
Khan arrested and several allegations
being levelled including right from the

start when a big question was raised on
the credibility of "independent witnesses". All key players who were arrested
including Aryan Khan are now out on
bail. Last year the vigilance team had
gone to Mumbai and seized all documents and case files of the controversial
case. On Friday when the investigating
officer Ashish Ranjan appeared before
the vigilance unit at NCB HQ, he was
specifically asked about the "seizure
memo" which was signed by two "independent witnesses" Kiran Gosavi and
his bodyguard Prabhakar Sail.
On Saturday, investigating officer VV
Singh was examined about the case.
Earlier too NCB's vigilance unit had

examined Wankhede, Ranjan and
Singh. Ranjan was specifically about the
SOP that was followed when searches
were carried out following detention
and alleged drug seizure. NCB was
forced to order a vigilance probe after
Gosavi's bodyguard Prabhakar Sail levelled serious allegations of corruption.
He claimed that he has proof that
before Aryan Khan was arrested Gosavi
and one Sam D' Souza were discussing
money being exchanged to release him
(Aryan). Shahrukh Khan's son Aryan
Khan and his manager Pooja Dadlani
have already recorded their statement
before the vigilance team. The case
took an interesting turn when Gosavi
who had criminal cases was arrested by
the Pune Police. At present, he is in jail.
NCB vigilance unit will move an application in the court and seek permission
and record his statement. Post this, the
NCB vigilance team will submit the
report to DG. The arrest of Aryan Khan
also saw the NCB forming an SIT which
took over six cases earlier being probed
by the Mumbai unit.

Mumbai customs arrest cancer patient from
Zimbabwe with drugs worth Rs 60 crore
The drug cartel, which was
using the Zimbabwean
woman as a mule, had
promised to look after the
medical expenses of her
treatment in lieu of smuggling drugs in India.
Team Absolute|Mumbai

T

he customs officials at Mumbai
airport on Saturday arrested a
40-year-old Zimbabwean
woman while she was trying to smuggle heroin and methamphetamine
worth nearly Rs 60 crore to India, officials said.
The woman is a cancer patient and
belongs to a family with a poor financial background. The drug cartel,
which was using her as a mule, promised to look after the medical expenses of her treatment in lieu of smuggling drugs in the country, the official

Bhopal, Monday, February 14, 2022

said. The Customs Air Intelligence
Unit (AIU) officers, on the basis of
intelligence developed and constant
focus on African passengers, intercepted one suspicious Zimbabwean
lady passenger at the Chhatrapati
Shivaji Maharaj International Airport

on Saturday.
The passenger, who has been identified as Rosie (full name not
revealed), arrived from Harare to
Mumbai via Kigali on Saturday by
RwandAir flight WB-500. She was carrying a medical visa.

"The examination of baggage of the
passenger resulted into the recovery
of 7,006 grams yellowish powder tested as "heroin" and 1,480 grams white
crystal granules tested to contain a
combination of heroin and methamphetamine. The said drugs were subsequently seized," said an AIU official.
The seized drugs collectively
weighing 8.486kg are worth approximately Rs 59,40,20,000 in the illicit
market. It was ingeniously concealed
inside the trolley bag, in the executive
bag and two file folders, the Customs
department said. During questioning
the passenger informed that the
drugs were handed over to her in
Harare and the same were to be
delivered in New Delhi. She was
offered free medical treatment in
India in lieu of the same, the AIU officer said. The arrested foreigner has
been charged under relevant sections
of the Customs Act. She will be produced in court later in the day.

and handed over to him a letter saying the government
would proceed only after
holding wide consultations.
Minister Dilip Walse Patil had
also met the activist. Deputy
Chief Minister Ajit Pawar told
mediapersons that the government was in talks with
Hazare. "Today, Principal
Secretary Valsa Nair Singh
has gone to Ralegan Siddhi
with a letter that says the government will formulate rules
about wine sale in supermarkets only after seeking citizens' suggestions and objections. After receiving the suggestions from citizens, an
appropriate decision will be
taken. No final decision has
been taken so far," said
Pawar. "We take a decision
after wide consultations like
we did with the Shakti Bill.
Hence, in this case also, we

would take a final decision
after discussions with all the
stakeholders," he added. On
January 27, the state cabinet
passed a proposal to allow the
sale of wine at supermarkets
and walk-in stores with an
area over 1,000 square feet.
Earlier this week, Hazare
announced an indefinite
hunger strike from February
14 to protest against the proposal that he said would have
a corrupting influence on the
youth and lead to discord
within families. BJP leaders
such as former chief minister
Devendra Fadnavis,
Chandrakant Patil, right-wing
organisation Shivaprathisthan
Hindustan's Sambhajirao
Bhide Guruji, and Bandatatya
Karadkar, a preacher from the
Warkari sect, have issued
statements opposing the government move.

MALEGAON'S URDU GHAR TO BE
NAMED AFTER MUSKAN KHAN
Mumbai: Malegaon Mayor
Tahira Shaikh on Saturday
(February 12) said, the
Urdu Ghar will be named
after Muskan Khan, the
student who became the
face of Muslim girls' protest
against dress code rule in
Karnataka.
Shaikh said, "Even if there
was a Hindu in her place,
we would've done the
same."
Meanwhile, protests had
intensified in several parts of Karnataka when some students
alleged that they had been barred from attending classes
wearing Hijab while others protested against wearing the
hijab.
The Supreme Court on Friday (February 11) refused to hear
urgent pleas relating to the hijab row in Karnataka and said it
is "watching" what's happening in the state and in hearing
before the High Court.
The Karnataka High Court, in its interim order pending consideration of all petitions related to the Hijab row, on
Thursday (February 10) had requested the state government
to reopen educational institutions and restrained all the students from wearing saffron shawls, scarves, Hijab and any
religious flag within the classroom.

Mumbai man arrested for replacing
RTGS form from bank drop box
Team Absolute|Mumbai

T

he Sakinaka police have
arrested a 40-year-old
man from Andheri on
Saturday for allegedly replacing real-time gross settlement
(RTGS) forms attached to
cheques in the drop boxes of
nationalised banks, police
said.
According to the police,
the accused, identified as
Anwar Khan, opened the
drop box of a nationalised
bank and replaced the RTGS
form attached to a cheque
with another form containing
another account number.
Also, he carbonised the signature on the form matching
the sign on the cheque, the
police said, adding he committed the crime right in front
of the bank employees without getting noticed. The
Sakinaka police circulated the
CCTV grab of the accused to
other police stations on

WhatsApp to find out
whether the accused was
wanted anywhere else. "We
learnt from the Amboli and
Jogeshwari police that similar
cases were registered with
them," said PI Dheeraj
Gavare, from Sakinaka police
station. The incident came to
light when the Balaji
Engineering Steel
Corporation, located in
Andheri east, registered a
complaint with the police on
January 12, claiming that Rs 3
lakh was debited from their
account. The complainant
put a cheque of Rs 35 lakh in
the bank's drop box with the
RTGS form to transfer the
money to another bank
account of theirs. "This is a
standard procedure and the
company deposits this form
for money to be transferred to
another account of theirs,"
said Gavare. He said that
instead of transferring Rs 35
lakh, their account was debit-

ed Rs 3 lakh. When the police
questioned the bank employees, they said that they made
a mistake and transferred
only Rs 3 lakh instead of Rs
35 lakh written on the RTGS
form. Gavare said that when
the police checked the RTGS
form, they found that the
account number written on it
was different from the complainant's account number.
"The account number
belonged to some Kotanyaga
Bhushan from Yes Bank,
which turned out to be fake
when we checked," said
Gavare. The police then
checked the CCTV of the
bank and found a man opening the drop box between
1pm and 3pm on January 12.
They found the man taking
out a cheque which was
attached to a form instead of
dropping a cheque inside.
"The bank was and the man
did this in front of the bank
employees," said Gavare.

Shiv Sena, Congress mock
Maharashtra BJP chief's 'political
earthquake after March 10' remark

BJP TERMS MAHARASHTRA LEGISLATURE'S DEMAND INVALID

Shiv Bhojan centres violating norms
will be permanently closed: Bhujbal

Congress leader Sachin Sawant said a humour-laced and
cartoon-filled book can be compiled of all the comments
that Chandrakant Patil routinely makes, adding that it
would let people know about the BJP leader's contribution in keeping them entertained.

'Legislature did not use the chance it was given'
Team Absolute|Mumbai

The MVA government launched the flagship
Shiv Bhojan thali scheme in 2020 to make a
decent meal affordable to every individual
across the state. Under the scheme, meals are
provided at Rs 10 for the needy.

Team Absolute|Mumbai

T

he Shiv Sena and the
Congress, part of the
ruling Maha Vikas
Aghadi in Maharashtra, have
made light of BJP leader
Chandrakant Patil's reported
prediction that there would
be a "political earthquake"
after results of Assembly polls
in five states, including crucial Uttar Pradesh, are
declared on March 10.
Shiv Rajya Sabha MP
Sanjay Raut said he sympathized with Patil, the state
BJP unit chief, as "for the last
two years, the BJP has been
predicting dates on which the

MVA government in
Maharashtra will fall". It is the
BJP that will now fall, Raut
added. Congress leader
Sachin Sawant said a
humour-laced and cartoonfilled book can be compiled
of all the comments that Patil
routinely makes, adding that
it would let people know
about the BJP leader's contribution in keeping them
entertained.
Patil has reportedly said
the MVA government will
collapse on March 10 after
Assembly poll results in Uttar
Pradesh, Punjab,
Uttarakhand, Goa and
Manipur are announced.

A

day after Maharashtra
Legislative office
approached President
Ram Nath Kovind demanding him to use his constitutional powers and refer the
three-bench Supreme Court
judgement on revoking suspension of 12 MLAs of
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP),
to the constitutional bench
to clarify doubts over the
interference of judiciary into
legislative business, the
party on Saturday claimed
that time has lapsed, opportunity is gone and the
demand is invalid. "When
the petition was being heard
in the Supreme Court, the
court had asked the
Maharashtra Legislature to
present its case. But at that
time, the Legislature had
stated that it will not present
its stand and did not take
any stance. And now they
have missed the boat and
have lost their right to make
such a demand," said BJP
MLA Ashish Shelar, who
was among the 12 MLAs
who were suspended by the
assembly.Shelar said that
the apex court in its interim

Team Absolute|Mumbai

M

order, had asked MLAs to
go to the Legislature seeking withdrawal of the suspension. "We made an
application to this effect,
but no action was initiated
during the Assembly session. A hearing was held
after the conclusion of the
session, which was of no
use. The Supreme Court
had not only given the
MLAs an opportunity but
had also asked the
Legislature to put forth its
stance. But they failed to

make the best of the opportunity. And hence their
claim that the court is interfering in the matters of the
Legislature does not make
sense as the court had given
them the opportunity," he
said. On Friday, the three
office-bearers of the
Maharashtra legislature,
namely legislative council
chairman Ramraje NaikNimbalkar, deputy chairman Neelam Gorhe and
deputy speaker of the legislative assembly Narhari

Zirwal met Kovind, who is
on his four-day aharashtra
tour, to submit a demand
asking him to use his constitutional power and refer
the three-bench judgment
to the larger bench to bring
ultimate clarity. "The decisionspe MLAs was taken
through a resolution by the
assembly, which was overturned by the court. It is
important that the constitutional bench decides on this
interference," NaikNimbalkar had said.

aharashtra Food
and Civil Supplies
Minister Chhagan
Bhujbal on Sunday said that
the state government would
not tolerate any irregularities in the Shiv Bhojan thali
scheme. Any centre found
indulging in irregularities
will be subjected to permanent blacklisting, he said.At
a review meeting held on
Sunday, Bhujbal issued
directives to the department
officers to ensure strict monitoring of the scheme.
"If a Shiv Bhojan centre is
found violating the norms it
should be served notice. If
the centre commits irregularities a second time, heavy
penalty should be slapped. If
the same centre commits
irregularities a third time it
should be blacklisted and
shut down permanently, "
Bhujbal said.Talking about
the popularity of the scheme
amongst the needy and the
poor, the minister emphasised the need for regular

monitoring of the Shiv
Bhojan centres. If any of the
centres fail to conform to the
laid norms, those should be
subjected to quick action.
The response from the officials should be immediate,
he added.Underlining the
importance of giving these
centres to self-help groups
operated by women and
physically challenged, he
urged the district administrations to maximise the
supply of quality food grains
supply to these centres and
set up vigilance committees.The Maha Vikas Aghadi
(MVA) government
launched the flagship Shiv
Bhojan thali scheme in 2020
to make a decent meal
affordable to every individual across the state. Under
the scheme, meals are provided at Rs 10 for the needy.
During the Covid-19 pandemic in 2020 and 2021, the
rate was halved to Rs 5 and
then free for a specified period.A Shiv Bhojan thali
includes two chapatis, vegetables, dal and rice.
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Kim Kardashian Loses Her Bikini Top
Kim Kardashian looked sexier than ever when her bikini top fell
off while she rolled around in the sand for a new KKW ad.
Los Angeles | Agencies

K

im Kardashian, 41, is
always rocking some sort of
sexy outfit for her KKW line
and her latest ad for
Valentine's Day may just be
her sexiest to date. Kim posted a
photo of herself nearly topless, as her
top fell off while she rolled around in
the sand.
In the photo, Kim was lying down

in the sand while wearing a nude
string bikini. The top of her bikini fell
off and revealed her bare chest which
she covered up with one hand. Kim's
entire body was on full display in this
sexy photo and she topped it off with
a sultry smokey eye and a glossy
brown lip. Kim has been on a roll
with her sexy outfits lately and just the
other day she landed the cover of
Vogue. Kim slayed the cover in a patterned Loewe dress that had a cool

geometric bodice and a tight skirt. In
another one of our favorite photos
from the shoot, she rocked a white
Balmain dress with a high halterneck
and a strapless bandeau around her
chest. The sides of the dress were
completely cut out revealing her
toned abs and tiny waist, while the
skirt had a plunging slit on the side,
showing off her toned, bare leg. She
topped her look off with a cool pair of
strappy Giuseppe Zanotti heels.

Emma Thompson reveals how 'Good
Luck to You, Leo Grande' character
allowed her to accept her body
Los Angeles | Agencies

B

ritish actress Emma Thompson, who
plays a widow and former teacher Nancy
in the much appreciated film 'Good Luck
to You, Leo Grande', which was recently
screened at Berlinale, revealed that her part in
the film pushed her to new avenues as an actor
where she learnt to accept her body on screen.
During the Berlin presser, she was asked
about a key scene where her character in the
film stands unmoving in front of a mirror. As
per Variety, the actress spoke passionately
about the challenge of delivering an "untreated
body" in a movie.
The actress told a room full of journalists, "It
was hard. This is homework for all of you. We're
only used to seeing bodies that have, you know,
been trained. I knew that Nancy wouldn't go to
the gym. She would have a normal body of a
62-year-old woman who's had two children."
She continued, "I can't stand in front of a
mirror like that. If I stand in front of a mirror, I'll
always pull something in [or do] something. I
can't just stand there. Why would I do that? It's
horrifying. But that's the problem, isn't it?
Women have been brainwashed all our lives.
That's the fact of it. And everything that surrounds us reminds us how imperfect we are
and how everything is wrong. Everything is
wrong, and we need to look like this."
Thompson and her co-actor Daryl
McCormack, who plays the titular role of Leo
Grande, were later asked about the physicality of the movie. Responding to this,

Kardashian
Sizzles In
Leather
MiniDress
T

he reality star stunned in an
all-black ensemble for Justin's
party, where 3 people were
wounded outside after a fight broke
out and gunshots were fired.
Although the evening would take
a turn for the worse, Khloe
Kardashian showed up for Justin
Bieber's party looking like everything was on point in her world.
The reality star stunned in a black

leather ensemble as she arrived to
the pop star's soiree at The Nice
Guy in West Hollywood on Feb. 11
sometime before gun shots were
fired in the street outside, causing
three victims to be rushed to a hospital. It is unknown if Khloe was
still at the restaurant when the incident occurred, which was at 2:45
am, according to a police statement.
When Khloe stepped out of her
vehicle to enter Justin's shindig, she
certainly sent temperatures soaring
as she put on a sultry display in her
all-leather outfit. Her revenge body
stole the spotlight as the skintight
mini dress clung to her flawless
physique. She paired the sexy style
with a black leather jacket and
matching knee-high leather boots.
Her gorgeous blonde long locks
were tied up in a poof ponytail,
while she allowed her natural beauty to shine going virtually makeup
free.
The KUWTK star's appearance
came shortly before the terrifying
shooting, where three victims - a

H

ighland Film Group is launching
the film - from writer/director
Daniel Casey and about a techsavvy thief who hacks a supposed millionaire's bank account - at the virtual
European Film Market.
Dane Dehaan, recently cast in
Christopher Nolan's upcoming
Oppenheimer, and Game of Thrones
and X-Men: Dark Phoenix star Sophie
Turner are to lead the upcoming crime
thriller Wardriver, a splashy new addition to Berlin's virtual European Film
Market (EFM).
Written and directed by Daniel Casey
- best known for penning F9: The Fast
Saga but whose credits also include
Liongate's Kin - the film is due to start
principal photography this summer in
Los Angeles.
Star Thrower Entertainment's Tim
White, Trevor White and Allan
Mandelbaum, who produced Will
Smith's Oscar-nominated critical hit
King Richard, alongside the Tom Hanks
and Meryl Streep political thriller The
Post, will produce Wardriver alongside
David M. Wulf (Call Jane, The Card

Counter). The film
is co-financed by
Highland Film
Group, which is
representing international rights to
the film and is
launching sales at the EFM. CAA Media
Finance is representing domestic rights.
Wardriver follows a brilliant, techsavvy thief called Cole (DeHaan) who
has a highly specialized skillset and uses
it to commit robberies from his laptop.
When Oscar, a criminal with a dangerous past, discovers Cole's unique talents,
he forces him to hack into the bank
account of the young, seemingly wealthy
Sarah (Turner) and empty it of nearly a
million dollars. Cole soon discovers that
a powerful, mob-connected lawyer has
been using Sarah to hide his money.
Seeking to bail her out of danger, Cole
initiates a plan to replace the stolen
money and begins to fall for Sarah.
Ignoring warning signs that something
greater is amiss, Cole soon finds himself
pulled into an elaborate web of lies,
deceit and betrayal.
"I'm beyond excited to be working
with Dane DeHaan and Sophie Turner

19-year-old male, 24-year-old male
and 60-year-old male - were
wounded and taken to a nearby
hospital where they remain in stable condition. The shooter or
shooters are still on the loose and
no arrests have been made, according to police. The incident is not
gang related.
Justin was hosting the star-studded Revolve after party at the LA
hotspot following his earlier preSuper Bowl performance at the
Pacific Design Center. Other than
Khloe, the after party guest list
included Drake, Leo DiCaprio,
Tobey Maguire, and Kendall Jenner,
per TMZ. The outlet reports Kodak
Black, Gunna and Lil Baby were
standing outside Nice Guy around
2:45 am when the fight broke out,
followed by multiple gunshots. In a
video obtained by TMZ, a large
crowd is standing in the street
when several people suddenly
jump over a car and begin a brawl.
Gunshots are heard seconds later,
as the crowd begins screaming and
dispersing.

ABSOLUTE PIC OF THE DAY

HAILEY BALDWIN & JUSTIN BIEBER
HOLD HANDSARRIVING FOR AFTER
PARTY BEFORE SHOOTINGINCIDENT

Sophie Turner,
Dane DeHaan Teaming
for Crime Thriller
Los Angeles | Agencies

Thompson said, "we did a
British
lot of work on the body"
with a few days of
actress Emma
rehearsal that "saved
Thompson, who
us a lot."
plays
a widow and for"We would lie
on the ground
mer teacher Nancy in the
and draw
much appreciated film 'Good
around our
Luck to You, Leo Grande',
bodies and
then (point out)
which was recently screened
the places that
at Berlinale, revealed that her
you think you
part in the film pushed her to
like or you don't
like or things that
new avenues as an actor
have happened to
where she learnt to
your body. And then
accept her body on
one day we spent the
screen.
entire day with no clothes
on, because we had to get
used to (it)", she further said.
Thompson also spoke about how female
pleasure is something that is not given much
attention, "I don't think female pleasure has
ever been at the top of the list of things the
world wants to make sure it has."
She added, "In my country (the UK), it's not
considered important that we have pleasure.
Nancy's not growing up or going about in a
world that's saying, 'Actually, have you had any
pleasure?'"McCormack added, "Sophie created
such a beautiful foundation for us. On the sixth
day of rehearsal we finally got to the intimate
scenes and we were ready to jump across that
threshold of vulnerability."

London | Agencies
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on Wardriver," said
Casey. "Both are incredible performers
and gifted, talented artists in the truest
sense. I know I speak not only for myself
but also for the amazing teams at Star
Thrower Entertainment and Highland
Film Group in saying that I can't wait to
see them bring the roles of Cole and
Sarah to life."
Alongside Oppenheimer, in which
he'll join a cast including Cillian
Murphy, Florence Pugh, Matt Damon,
Emily Blunt, Robert Downey Jr. and
Rami Malek, DeHaan is also starring in
McCarthy, the biopic of Senator Joseph
McCarthy, in which he's set to play Roy
Cohn. Turner, meanwhile, has the
Netflix feature Strangers alongside Maya
Hawke and Austin Abrams coming up.
Before Wardriver, both DeHaan and
Turner are appearing together in the
HBO Max miniseries The Staircase,
based on the 2004 French true-crime
docuseries.

ustin Bieber put a protective hand on wife Hailey
Baldwin's back as they
entered his LA after-party
together, hours before gunfire outside the event would
leave three people hospitalized. It seems looking the
part of the knight in shining
armor can help, especially
when you're Justin Bieber, 27
and a shooting breaks out at your after-party. In photos of
Justin and wife Hailey Baldwin's arrival to the soiree at Los
Angeles restaurant The Nice Guy, Justin looked protective and
caring of his model wife, 25. He held her hand as they exited a
limo, and placed a reassuring arm around her back as they
walked as a unit into the event, unaware of the chaos yet to
come. The event, which celeb pals Drake, Khloe Kardashian,
and Kendall Jenner also attended, was held in West Hollywood
on Feb. 11 as an after-party for Justin's concert that night.
Entering the party Justin and Hailey were the definitions of
black tie. Hailey rocked a stunning body-con black gown
revealing black underwear underneath and Justin in a white
hoodie and tank top completed with a heavy silver chain.
However, by 2:45 AM the party had reportedly turned from
celebration to madhouse, as violence broke out outside the
restaurant and gunfire ensued. Three victims- a 19-year-old
male, 24-year-old male, and 60-year-old male - were hurt in
the fight, according to a police report obtained by
HollywoodLife.

Lucy Hale

Bhopal, Friday, February 11, 2022

2ND T20I

HAZLEWOOD STARS AS AUSTRALIA BEAT
SRI LANKA IN SUPER OVER THRILLER
Brilliant bowling by pacer Josh Hazlewood helped Australia hold their nerve to get the better of Sri Lanka in a
thrilling Super Over in the second T20I here on Sunday. Hazlewood was spot on with his bowling in the Super Over
and restricted Sri Lanka to just five runs. Maxwell and Stoinis then completed the formalities with the bat and won
the match in three balls, helping Australia take a 2-0 lead in the series.
Sydney|Agencies
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rilliant bowling by pacer Josh
Hazlewood helped Australia
hold their nerve to get the better of Sri Lanka in a thrilling Super
Over in the second T20I here on
Sunday. Hazlewood was spot on with
his bowling in the Super Over and
restricted Sri Lanka to just five runs.
Maxwell and Stoinis then completed
the formalities with the bat and won
the match in three balls, helping
Australia take a 2-0 lead in the series.
Sri Lanka, who lost the opening
T20I match on Friday, decided to
bowl first after electing to bat first.
They managed to restrict Australia to
164/6 in their allotted 20 overs thanks
to a knock of 48 by Josh Inglis with
Dushmantha Chameera (2/30) and
Wanindu Hasaranga (2/33) leading
the bowling efforts for Sri Lanka.
Sri Lanka made a match of it as
they rode on a 53-ball 73 by Pathum
Nissanka and 19-ball 34 by skipper
Dasun Shanaka helping them reach
164/8 in 20 overs. Hazlewood claimed
3/22 for Australia. Sri Lanka had to
make a forced change with Binura
Fernando being unavailable for this
match, with round-arm seamer
Nuwan Thushara replacing him.
Australia, on the other side, rested
Mitchell Starc and brought the Kane
Richardson. Ben McDermott, the

highest scorer for Australia in the first
T20I, started with intent but soon fell
to debutant Nuwan Thushara, failing
to clear Wanindu Hasaranga at longon. Inglis top-scored for Australia
with 48 from 32 while skipper Aaron
Finch, who seemed set in the middle
lost his wicket at a crucial time to a
wrong-un from Wanindu Hasaranga.
Maxwell was Hasaranga's second
victim and fell for 15. It was all up to
Steven Smith and Marcus Soinis to
finish strongly in the death overs but
Dushmantha Chameera snapped
them both up in consecutive deliveries. Matthew Wade did manage to
make an impact towards the end as
he hit a four and a six in the 20th over

helping Australia finish 164/4 in 20
overs. While Sri Lanka bowlers were
brilliant in the second half of the
innings, Australia once again failed to
finish strongly with the bat, going
from 92/2 at the end of 11 overs to
164/6 at the end of 20. The Australian
bowlers were on the money from the
start and picked up crucial wickets
early on. Hazlewood sent Danushka
Gunathilaka back to the pavilion in
the first over for a duck and followed
it up with the scalp of Avishka
Fernando in his next over, according
to a report in the ICC's official website. Charith Asalanka didn't trouble
the scorers either and was the second
batter to depart without opening his

account. Opener Pathum Nissanka
and Dinesh Chandimal came to the
rescue before Adam Zampa struck
crucially to remove the latter after the
10-over mark, the report said. Captain
Dasun Shanaka played a brilliant
knock of 34 of 19 deliveries, which
included two fours and three sixes,
kept Sri Lanka in the chase but was
unlucky to get run out. Hasaranga
played a crucial cameo of 13 while
Nissanka too exploded towards the
end. With 19 needed off the last over,
Nissanka smashed a four off the first
ball but was out for 73 two balls later.
Needing 12 off 3, Maheesh
Theekshana smashed a six despite
Steve Smith's best efforts on the
boundary and took a single off the
next.With five needed off the last ball,
Chameera, playing his first ball,
smashed a four-over Stoinis' head to
force a Super Over.
But in the end, it proved insufficient as Australia won the match in
the one-over eliminator.

Brief scores
Australia 164/6 in 20 overs (Josh
Inglis 48; Dushmantha Chameera
2/30, Wanindu Hasaranga 2/33)
beat Sri Lanka 164/8 in 20 overs
(Pathum Nissanka 73, Dasun
Shanaka 34; Josh Hazlewood 3/22)
in Super Over.
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IPL Mega Auction: Franchises indulge in quick
buys ahead of completion of the auction
With the Day 2 of the 2022 IPL auction nearing an end, all ten franchises
indulged in quick buys to fill their remaining slots, featuring mainly
domestic players. Australia's pace all-rounder Sean Abbott attracted
bids from Delhi Capitals and Sunrisers Hyderabad before Punjab Kings
joined the race. Eventually, Hyderabad snapped him for INR 2.4 crore.
Bengaluru|Agencies

W

ith the Day 2 of the
2022 IPL auction
nearing an end, all
ten franchises indulged in
quick buys to fill their
remaining slots, featuring
mainly domestic players.
Australia's pace all-rounder
Sean Abbott attracted bids
from Delhi Capitals and
Sunrisers Hyderabad before
Punjab Kings joined the
race. Eventually, Hyderabad
snapped him for INR 2.4
crore.
West Indies pacer Alzarri
Joseph, who was impressive
in ODIs against India,
attracted interest from
Mumbai, Delhi, Punjab and
Gujarat. In the end, Gujarat
snapped him for INR 2.4
crore. Mumbai continued
their buying spree by picking Australia pacer Riley
Meredith for INR 1 crore.
Delhi's Ayush Badoni was
taken by Lucknow Super
Giants for INR 20L.
Local Bangalore boy
Aneeshwar Gautam, a
member of India's U19
squad winning the U19
World Cup this year, was
picked by Royal Challengers
Bangalore for INR 20L.
Kolkata Knight Riders
picked Tamil Nadu allrounder Baba Indrajith for
INR 20L and Sri Lanka all-

rounder Chamika
Karunaratne for INR 50L.
Karnataka batter R Samarth
was picked by Hyderabad
for INR 20L. Rajasthan's
Abhijeet Tomar was bought
by Kolkata for INR 40L so as
Services' Pratham Singh for
INR 20L.
Delhi speedster Pradeep
Sangwan was taken by
Gujarat Giants for INR 20L
while Punjab Kings
acquired Bengal's Writtick
Chatterjee for INR 20L.
Delhi's Shashank Singh was
taken by Sunrisers
Hyderabad for INR 20 L
while West Indies' batter
Kyle Mayers was picked by
Lucknow for INR 50L.Karan
Sharma went to Lucknow
for INR 20L while Baltej
Dhanda went to Punjab for
INR 20L. Saurabh Dubey
was picked by Sunrisers
Hyderabad for INR 20L
while Mohd. Arshad Khan
went to Mumbai Indians for

INR 20L.Ansh Patel went to
Punjab for INR 20L while
Ashok Sharma was picked
by Kolkata for INR 55L.
Anunay Singh was the last
player in the round to be
picked by Rajasthan for INR
20L. After the completion of
the 15-minute break, all ten
teams will have a chance to
submit five to seven players
for the second round of the
accelerated auction.Unsold
players were Martin Guptill,
Bhanuka Rajapaksa, Roston
Chase, Ben Cutting, Pawan
Negi, Dhawal Kulkarni,
Kane Richardson, Rahul
Buddhi, Benny Howell,
Saurabh Kumar, Shams
Mulani, Dhruv Patel, Atit
Sheth, David Wiese, Kennar
Lewis, BR Sharath, Sushant
Mishra, David Willey,
Blessing Muzarabani,
Kaushal Tambe, Mukesh
Kumar Singh, Ninad Rathva,
Ashutosh Sharma
among others.

Hamilton looks 'totally focused' on the U-19 World Cup-winning captain and Delhi Capitals
2022 campaign, says F1 CEO Domenicali
Academy trainee Yash Dhull ready to roar in IPL
Seven-time Formula One world champion Lewis Hamilton is
absolutely committed to fighting for an eighth title in 2022, F1
President and CEO Stefano Domenicali confirmed on Sunday.
Dubai|Agencies
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even-time Formula
One world champion
Lewis Hamilton is
absolutely committed to
fighting for an eighth title
in 2022, F1 President and
CEO Stefano Domenicali
confirmed on
Sunday.Domenicali said
that the Mercedes driver's
silence spoke volumes over
his desire to win what
would be a record eighth
title. This season of course
boasts brand-new F1 cars - a huge challenge for all
20 drivers on the grid -with 23 Grands Prix on the
calendar."From what I see
in the picture he has posted, he seems to be totally
focused on this year's challenge that, sporting-wise,
will be very interesting. We
are all looking forward to
seeing how the new cars
behave and sure this will
be as exciting as the last
one," he said.Since that
photo, Hamilton has started posting more regularly,
with a series of images
showing what he's been up
to over the last few weeks - and is well into his preseason regime.The 37-yearold lost out on what would
have been a record eighth

Delhi Capitals acquired
India's U-19 World Cupwinning captain Yash Dhull
on Day 2 of the IPL 2022
Mega Auction here. After a
tussle with Punjab Kings,
the local lad was snapped
up by the Delhi-based franchise for Rs 50 lakh.
Bengaluru|Agencies
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championship when he
was passed by rival Max
Verstappen on the last lap
of the final race of the season in Abu Dhabi.
Aside from a short postrace interview, Hamilton

hasn't addressed the 2021
season finale. He is set to
partner with new teammate George Russell in the
W13 challenger, which is
set to be launched on
February 18.

elhi Capitals acquired India's
U-19 World Cup-winning captain Yash Dhull on Day 2 of the
IPL 2022 Mega Auction here. After a
tussle with Punjab Kings, the local lad
was snapped up by the Delhi-based
franchise for Rs 50 lakh.
The trainee of Delhi Capitals
Academy hogged the limelight in the
Caribbean where he overcame Covid19 to lead India to its record-extending fifth U19 World Cup title.
Having missed out on a few matches due to the dreaded virus, the classy
top-order batter marked his comeback with a match-winning 110 in the
semi-final match against Australia.
The 19-year-old batter notched 229
runs in just four matches at a remarkable average of 76.33 in the recentlyconcluded marquee event.
Expressing his excitement on being
acquired by the franchise, the DC
Academy graduate said, "Hi Delhi
Capitals. Thank you for showing faith
in me and selecting me at the auctions. I have been a part of the Delhi
Capitals Bal Bhavan Academy for 8-9

years. So this is a dream come true for
me. I am really excited to join the
team and I am ready to give my best."
Having acquired the DC Academy
prodigy at the IPL 2022 Mega
Auction, Delhi Capitals' Interim CEO
Vinod Bisht said, "Yash has been a
talent who has been spotted 4-5 years
back since he was a small kid. At that
time, in the earlier avatar of ours, we
always wanted to develop the whole
idea of doing grassroots cricket and
build stories. This is an outcome of
that effort of 5-6 years. When a 14year-old young talent came up to us,
and we supported him at that time,
and then he goes on to become the
captain of India U-19 team, and wins
the World Cup, and is back into our
fold. He further added, "This was one
talent we could not have allowed to

PKL 8: Patna Pirates, Dabang
Delhi aim to seal Top-2 positions
League leaders Patna Pirates and second-placed Dabang Delhi K.C. will continue their battle for
the top spot when they take on their respective opponents in key clashes in the Pro Kabaddi
League (PKL) Season 8 at the Sheraton Grand, Whitefield, here on Monday. The Pirates take on
Telugu Titans on Sunday while Dabang Delhi meet U.P. Yoddha in the night's second match.
Bengaluru|Agencies
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eague leaders Patna
Pirates and secondplaced Dabang Delhi KC
will continue their battle for
the top spot when they take
on their respective opponents
in key clashes in the Pro
Kabaddi League (PKL) Season
8 at the Sheraton Grand,
Whitefield, here on Monday.
The Pirates take on Telugu
Titans on Sunday while
Dabang Delhi meet U.P.
Yoddha in the night's second
match. Patna Pirates will lock
horns with bottom-placed
Telugu Titans. The first clash
of the night's tripleheader will
be between two teams that
have endured contrasting
campaigns. Patna have the
most-balanced squad with a
great attack and defence while

the injury-plagued Titans
have struggled in both these
departments. Telugu Titans
will look back at the season
with great disappointment. n
paper, they had a quality team
with the likes of Siddharth
Desai, Rohit Kumar, Sandeep
Kandola and Ruturaj Koravi.
But Siddharth Desai's longterm injury really affected the
balance of the side while captain Rohit Kumar also found it
difficult to get going. The

Titans are officially out of the
playoff race, but the team will
be hoping to end the season
on a positive note. The likes of
Ankit Beniwal, Rajnish and
Adarsh have shown there is
enough next-generation talent
in the squad to rebuild for the
upcoming season. Patna
Pirates have a great opportunity to consolidate their top
place with a win against the
Titans. But coach Ram Mehar
Singh might see this as an

opportunity to give gametime to a few of his substitutes. Guman Singh's emergence as a top raider has displaced Monu Goyat to the
bench in the last few outings.
Goyat and all-rounder Monu
might be in the reckoning for
a starting place. The Pirates
will be wary of making too
many changes to a well-oiled
unit, however. Momentum is
the key to success in kabaddi
and they will want to maintain their winning run till the
end of the season.
Surprisingly, when the teams
met earlier in the season, the
Pirates managed only a 1point win.The second match
of the night will feature
Dabang Delhi K.C and U.P.
Yoddha. Delhi can almost
guarantee a Top-2 finish with
a victory while the in-form

U.P. Yoddha will almost guarantee a playoff spot with a
win. That will make the contest between the two neighbours extremely
ntense.Pardeep Narwal's
return to good form will make
Yoddha a potent attacking
unit with Surender Gill and
Shrikant Jadhav for support.
Delhi's experienced defence
will have to play a careful
game to ensure the U.P. attack
does not milk them. Their star
raider Naveen Kumar has
regained much-needed stability on the mat after a knee
injury forced him out midseason.The last match of the
night will see Gujarat Giants
take on Puneri Paltan. A win
will help Pune move into the
Top 6 and improve their
chances of a spot
in the playoffs.

go. The very ethos of saying we develop grassroots talent, we develop talent who can become big and we need
to support them in the formative
years. That's what exactly we have
done. We have done it in the past
with Shreyas Iyer, Prithvi Shaw,
Rishabh Pant, and that is a story we
want to continue. That is how we
build our character brand where we
want young talent to come to us and
grow with us. We will support them at
each and every stage - school, university and then playing for India."
Speaking about the development,
Jagrit Anand, Head of DC Academies,
said, "It's extremely satisfying and a
moment of great pride for us that
Yash Dhull has become a part of
Delhi Capitals franchise. He has set
an example for a lot of younger kids

going forward that a pathway to an
IPL team can be setting foot at the
right place, at the right age, like Yash
did at the age. He is an ideal example,
not just because of his skills or his talent, but also because of his mindset."
"The fact that he is so calm, and so
grounded, it sets a great example for
younger kids to become like him, in
their own amazing ways. Along with
the hard work of the coaches, the
entire framework of the academy has
worked in his favour. And, I am glad
that at this crucial stage in his career,
he has been picked up by the Delhi
Capitals franchise, because he will be
under the right kind of guidance to
further progress in his career. I am
sure he will be groomed in the best
possible way and become a great
asset for Delhi Capitals."

Smith to miss remaining T20Is against Sri
Lanka due to concussion: Cricket Australia
Batter Steve Smith will miss the remaining three T20Is against
Sri Lanka after suffering a concussion while trying to save a six
in Australia's second-match win here on Sunday.
Sydney|Agencies
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atter Steve Smith will
miss the remaining
three T20Is against Sri
Lanka after suffering a concussion while trying to save a
six in Australia's secondmatch win here on
Sunday.With Australia leading by 11 runs with three
balls remaining, Smith leapt
to save a Maheesh
Theekshana shot which was
just heading over the boundary at deep mid-wicket.The
32-year-old managed to send
the ball back across the
boundary in mid-air but hit
his head on the turf as he
landed and was taken away
by medical staff.
"Steve Smith has a concussion and will be subject to
low-level protocols for the
next few days and full recovery in 6-7 days. He will miss
the remainder of the T20
International Series against
Sri Lanka," the official handle

of Cricket Australia
tweeted.Australia have taken
a 2-0 lead in the five-match

series and the third T20I will
now be played on Tuesday.
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'GEHRAIYAAN IS A DEEPER
LOOK INTO TODAY'S MODERN
RELATIONSHIPS': PAVLEEN
Actor Pavleen Gujral shares her thoughts on the
movie 'Gehraiyaan' and she also opens up
about her character.
Team Absolute|Mumbai

A

ctor Pavleen Gujral shares her thoughts on the movie
'Gehraiyaan' and she also opens up about her character. Pavleen says: "It's a deeper look into modern relationships and how your past somehow never leaves you
and it changes you as a person. I carry the story forward
in the film. When I was approached by Panchami Ghavri for casting, though the story was not revealed at that time, what I could
understand after the brief was that the movie will be a great way of
looking at why people do what they do."
The 'State of Siege: Temple Attack' actress shares further about
her character and says: "Mine is a separate track in itself . It was a
very difficult character considering I had to portray very strong emotions but post my brief from the directors Shakun and Dargai, I was
quite at ease. Even my co-actors were very cooperative. It's a very
important film for today's generation who want to get ove the past
and move on."
The star cast of the film includes Deepika Padukone, Siddhant
Chaturvedi, Ananya Pandey, Dhairya Karwa apart from others and
can be watched on Prime Video.

'83' IS ONE OF
THOSE ONCEIN-A-LIFETIME
EXPERIENCES:
KABIR KHAN

'83' director Kabir Khan recalls his working
experience and how the film has garnered
accolades for showcasing one of the
biggest sporting achievements of India.
Team Absolute|Mumbai

'8

3' director Kabir Khan recalls
his working experience and
how the film has garnered
accolades for showcasing one of the
biggest sporting achievements of
India. This film on cricket highlighted
India winning the coveted 1983 World
Cup led by Kapil Dev, played by
Ranveer Singh.Recently the director
was invited by the University of
Warwick, UK to interact with the students to talk about what went behind
creating '83'.Kabir said: "'83' is one of

those once-in-a-lifetime
experiences and I can't be
more happy for the love and
appreciation it continues to get the
world over. '83' celebrates an iconic
moment in history and I'm looking
forward to speaking about the film to
the students of the prestigious
Warwick University. I have always
enjoyed speaking with students
because it allows me to speak straight
from the heart."He added further: "I
have received hundreds of messages
from students across the world
enquiring about the process of recreating a historic moment like '83' with
such attention to detail. I'm really
looking forward to this interaction."

DOLLY SOHI ON JOINING THE CAST
OF NEW SHOW 'PARINEETII'
Team Absolute|Mumbai

'K

umkum Bhagya' actress Dolly Sohi is excited to join the cast of upcoming show
'Parineetii' which stars Anchal Sahu, Tanvi Dogra and Ankur Verma in lead roles.
'Kumkum Bhagya' actress Dolly Sohi is excited to join the cast of upcoming show
'Parineetii' which stars Anchal Sahu, Tanvi Dogra and Ankur Verma in lead roles. She says: "I'm
excited to join the cast of the upcoming drama. I will play a sweet and lovely mother to the lead
character, Parineet (Anchal Sahu). My character in the show is very interesting and challenging." Dolly is known for featuring in shows like 'Kalash', 'Meri Durga', 'Bhabhi', 'Ek Tha Raja Ek
Thi Rani' and 'Amma Ke Babu Ki Baby'. She says it's always a treat to work in an Ekta Kapoor
show. "I have done so many shows with Ekta Kapoor. It is always a treat to work in her shows.
The best part is every actor in the show gets equal opportunities to grow with their characters.

17th Mumbai
International
Film Festival
from May 29

Team Absolute|Mumbai

T

he 17th edition of Mumbai
International Film Festival
(MIFF-2022) for documentary, short fiction, and animation
films will be held from May 29.
In a statement, the Ministry of
Information and Broadcasting
said that the MIFF, much awaited
by filmmakers and cineastes in
India and abroad, will be held
from May 29 to June 4 at the
Films Division complex in
Mumbai.
Online entry is open, from
February 15 to March 15, for
films, completed between
September 1, 2019 and
December 31, 2021, in different
competition categories.
The Best Documentary of the
Festival will receive a 'Golden
Conch' and Rs 10 lakh cash
award. The winning films in different categories will receive
handsome cash awards, 'Silver
Conches', trophies and certificates."As India is celebrating
'Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav', the

The 17th edition
of Mumbai
International Film
Festival (MIFF2022) for documentary, short
fiction, and animation films
will be held from May 29.
current edition has instituted a
special award for best short film
on the theme, 'India@75'. The
festival will also honour a veteran
personality from the Indian nonfeature film fraternity with the
prestigious 'V Shantaram Lifetime
Achievement Award' carrying a
cash component of Rs 10 lakhs, a
trophy and citation," the ministry
said.
The oldest and largest festival
for non-feature films in South
Asia, MIFF, organised by Films
Division, Ministry of Information
and Broadcasting, and supported
by the Maharashtra government,
attracts filmmakers from all over
the world.Apart from competition
and non-competition sections,

interactive sessions like workshops, master classes, open
forum, and B2B sessions are
major highlights of the festival.
The response to the 16th edition of biennial MIFF held in
2020 was overwhelming, signifying a vibrant documentary culture in India and the world. The
16th MIFF received a record 871
entries from India and abroad
and was attended by a number of
prominent documentary, animation and short filmmakers from
India and other parts of the
world. The grand jury comprised
of eminent film personalities
from France, Japan, Singapore,
Canada, Bulgaria, and India, the
statement said.

RAJENDRA GUPTA JUMPED INTO
FREEZING WATER OF RIVER GANGES
FOR 'DOSTI ANOKHI' SEQUENCE

INSTAGRAM PIC OF THE DAY

Team Absolute|Mumbai

V

eteran TV actor
Rajendra Gupta
shares his experience of taking a jump in
the river Ganges in a chilling 7 degrees for a scene
in the show 'Dosti Anokhi'.

Veteran TV actor
Rajendra Gupta
shares his experience of taking a
jump in the river
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Set against the backdrop of
Varanasi, the show is all about
a mature and elder couple
Jagannath Mishra, played by
Rajendra Gupta and his wife
Kusum (played by Sushmita Mukherjee). Jagannath finds his lost
sense of life's purpose through a young stranger-turned-friend Purvi,
essayed by actress Ismeet Kohli.
In one of the sequences Purvi jumps into the river in an attempt to
end her life, however, Jagannath ji sees her and tries to save her from
drowning.
He shares his experience of shooting for the sequence and says:
"On the very first day of our shoot, Ismeet and I had to jump in the
Ganges, for the promo sequence. The water was mind-numbing cold,
as it was probably 6-7 degrees then. We were super nervous initially
and were preparing ourselves mentally, but when the scene got over it
was just exhilarating."
"It was a very calming and serene experience. By the end of it, it was
all just worth it. Not to mention, shooting this scene was the best 'icebreaker', as all of the entire cast and crew had the best time during
this shot," he concludes.
'Dosti Anokhi' airs on Sony Entertainment Television.

Reyhna Pandit
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